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Using Classroom Observations to Describe and Model the Impact of Positive and Negative 
Teaching Behaviors on Classroom Disruptive Behavior  
 
Justin N. Coy, PhD 
 





Positive, proactive classroom management strategies support academic and behavioral 
student outcomes while fostering positive teacher-student relationships. However, teachers often 
cite struggles with classroom management and challenging student behavior as key reasons they 
ultimately leave the field. Additionally, pre-service teachers often fail to receive substantive 
training in effective classroom management. Experiments within the present study sought to better 
understand the foundational role of teachers’ positive and negative verbal interactions with 
students. Experiment 1 utilized descriptive and inferential statistics to better understand the current 
rate of teachers’ positive and negative verbal interactions regarding student behavior, as well as 
the influence of specific teacher behaviors on classroom disruptive behavior. Experiment 2 
evaluated the effectiveness of a low-intensity treatment package (training, performance feedback, 
and reflective goal-setting) to adjust teachers’ verbal interactions with students. Results from 
Experiment 1 show teachers used nearly five times as many negative interactions as positive, with 
significant differences across teachers and specific behaviors. Teachers’ negative statements were 
also two times longer than their positives, on average. Teachers appeared to rely on unique 
negative ‘crutches’ – individual collections of specific negative behaviors. Both criticisms and 
attention to junk statements significantly influenced the rate of classroom disruptive behaviors. 
Experiment 2 findings indicate the treatment package helped one participant make significant 
v 
changes over baseline (increased positive interactions and reduced negative interactions). Results 
from this study support the need for additional large-scale descriptive studies of teacher 
interactions and coercives, as well as an exploration of the wide variability of teachers’ positive 
and negative interaction rates across available research.  
vi 
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1.0 Introduction 
Decades of research establishes the evidence base for a variety of positive teaching 
behaviors, including increasing classroom structure and teaching expectations (Simonsen et al., 
2008). Positive, proactive classroom management strategies promote student academic 
achievement, increases appropriate student behavior, and helps build positive relationships 
between teachers and students (MacSuga-Gage et al., 2012). Struggles with classroom 
management and challenging student behavior are commonly cited as key stressors of teacher and 
main reason general education and special education teachers leave the field (Allday et al., 2012; 
Simonsen et al., 2017; Walter et al., 2006). However, many pre-service training programs fail to 
provide substantive training around classroom management or addressing student behaviors 
(Reinke et al., 2011; State et al., 2011). Additionally, in-service teachers at every grade level 
request additional training and support in these arenas (Reinke et al., 2008). Helping teachers build 
or change effective instructional teaching behaviors, however, often requires intensive researcher 
support. Researchers should strive to produce meaningful behavioral change as efficiently as 
possible. Altering the minute-by-minute interactions between teachers and students provides a 
potentially efficacious avenue for researchers to meaningfully change classroom instruction and 
environment. 
Teachers’ interactions with students can be generally classified as positive (e.g., praise or 
approval), negative (e.g., reprimand or coercion), or neutral (e.g., instruction, academic or routine 
directions, ineffectual statements). The positive vocal and/or non-vocal teacher behaviors intended 
to increase specific student behaviors can be described as positive teacher interactions (PTIs). 
Research to date has most commonly focused on praise when describing classroom PTIs. Praise is 
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an easy, effective, and valuable skill for teachers. The term praise describes “any verbal statement 
or gesture indicating teacher approval of a desired student behavior” (Reinke et al., 2008, p. 319). 
Researchers distinguish general praise from behavior specific praise. General or generic praise 
(GP) identifies statements conveying approval, but lacking specificity (e.g., “Good job, Jacob”). 
Behavior-specific praise (BSP) includes an acknowledgment of the desired student behavior (e.g., 
“Jacob, thank you for sitting in your seat.”; Kalis et al., 2007). A broader conceptual view of PTIs 
includes affirmations of correct responses, expressions of appreciation, and physical touch or 
gestures (Sabey et al., 2019). Vocal and non-vocal PTIs provide appropriate behavioral models for 
students and help teachers positively reinforce appropriate behaviors, thus increasing their future 
likelihood (Cooper et al., 2020). 
Negative teacher interactions (NTIs) describe vocal and/or non-vocal teacher behaviors 
intended to decrease specific challenging behaviors. NTI behaviors vary across studies, but 
typically serve to criticize, reprimand, and/or disapprove of student behavior(s). Examples of NTIs 
include: (a) disapproving/corrective statements (e.g., “no,” “Don’t do that,” etc.); (b) verbal 
reprimands; (c) rude or coercive statements, such as arguing with student(s), using sarcasm, or 
lecturing student(s) about behavior; (d) error correction; (e) providing attention to inappropriate 
behavior; and (f) physical restraint or punitive gesture (Cook et al., 2017; Mrachko et al., 2017; 
Sabey et al., 2019) 
The minute-by-minute positive interactions between teachers and students play an 
important role in students’ classroom experience (Hughes, 2011; McCormic et al., 2013). Teachers 
using more positive interactions establish supportive classroom environments which promote 
student academic and behavioral improvements (Jenkins et al., 2015; Markelz & Taylor, 2016; 
Royer et al., 2018). While it is likely that this ratio of positive to negative interactions influences 
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classroom environment and relationships, simply telling teachers to change their ratio does not 
provide enough support to enact and maintain these changes. Identifying effective, research-based 
behavioral guidelines or ratios might provide teachers a goal to work towards. Commonly cited 
metrics for rates of positive teaching behaviors include: (a) four positives for every negative 
interaction, (b) five positives to one negative, (c) six praises per 15-minutes, and (d) one BSP 
statement every two minutes (Cook et al., 2017; Myers et al., 2011; Sutherland et al., 2000). While 
these provide a goal for teachers, some important limitations exist. First, the origins of these 
recommendations are “nebulous and difficult to track” (Sabey et al., 2019, p 155). While the 
earliest mentions of teacher approval and disapproval date back to White (1975), ‘ideal’ teacher 
positive-to-negative ratios (PNRs) did not exist until the 1990s. Second, while some empirical 
support exists for the recommendations generally, none has compared the effects of one PNR to 
another. Empirical studies do support increasing teachers’ ratio of positive to negative interactions. 
Improving teachers’ ratio decreases student disruptive behavior and increases academic 
engagement when analyzed through descriptive statistics and visual analysis (Caldarella et al., 
2020; Cook et al., 2017). Third, teachers ‘natural’ PNRs and PTI behaviors fall well below these 
recommendations as seen when reviewing existing literature. Even with intensive support, teachers 
are unable to meet these recommendations during interventions (Cook et al., 2017). Fourth, the 
recommendations do not specify important contextual attributes, including timeframe and quality. 
For example, is it better to achieve a 4:1 ratio every ten minutes, or for the entire class period? 
Does it matter if the PTIs are directed to the whole class, while every NTI is directed to the same 
group of students? 
Researchers within the reviewed studies utilized a variety of intervention components to 
increase teachers use of PTI behaviors. In general, a positive relationship appears between 
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increased researcher involvement in the teachers’ behavior change and the effectiveness of the 
intervention. Trainings alone were ineffective at promoting meaningful, sustained improvements 
in PTI behavior. This supports previous research showing the ineffectiveness of short and/or one-
time trainings (Yoon et al., 2007). It appears that experiments with increased researcher interaction 
with participants (e.g., not relying on participant self-monitoring alone or within treatment 
packages) promoted more immediate and sustained improvements in PTI behaviors.  
Reviewed studies including performance feedback (PF) focused treatment packages helped 
most teachers demonstrate immediate and sustained improvements in their PTI behaviors (e.g., 
Horton, 1975; Mrachko et al., 2017; O’Handley et al., 2018; Simonsen et al., 2017). Substantial 
research has identified PF as an effective, evidence-based way to improve teacher behavior 
(Cornelius & Nagro, 2014; Fallon et al., 2015). PF typically involves brief in-person or remote 
interactions between an intervention agent (researcher, colleague, supervisor, etc.) and a 
participant (Schles & Robertson, 2019). The information shared encompasses aspects of the 
participants’ performance (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Meta-analyses establish PF as an evidence-
based practice for increasing participants’ intervention fidelity and promoting behavior change 
with various education professionals (teachers, paraeducators, grade-level teams, etc.; Fallon et 
al., 2015). However, the effectiveness of interventions including performance feedback differed 
across experiments. Additionally, no clear link existed between frequency (e.g., daily, every few 
days, or weekly) or mode (e.g., in-person or email) of PF and its effect on targeted PTI behavior(s). 
PF research often include a variety of additional intervention components (Fallon et al., 
2015). For example, intervention agents can provide teachers with graphed performance data and 
emailed PF or provide verbal PF after teaching participants to self-monitor their own behavior 
change. Allowing teachers to self-reflect on researcher-provided PF, however, is a potentially 
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effective strategy rarely included in PF research (Barton et al., 2011). Self-reflection describes “the 
ability of teachers to reflect upon practice in a critical way so as to actively improve current 
practice” (Watts & Lawson, 2009, p. 610, emphasis in original). Behaviorally, self-reflection 
equates to self-management, promoting teachers’ evaluation and modification of their own 
behavior (Simonsen et al., 2010). 
Self-reflection research typically evaluates permanent products left behind after reflection 
has occurred, such as journal entries or transcripts of conversations (Gelfuso & Dennis, 2014). A 
potentially effective way to promote self-reflection following PF would be to have the teachers 
self-identify their own instructional strengths and needs. Such ‘reflective goal-setting’ allows the 
teacher to review performance feedback information (behavioral data, researcher comments, etc.), 
reflect on their instruction, and self-identify their instructional successes and opportunities for 
improvement. Goal-setting is an effective addition to PF (Cavanaugh, 2013), however, the goals 
are usually established a priori or by researchers. As a novel addition to education literature, having 
teachers identify their own strengths/needs may increase their commitment and actualized 
behavior change.  
This study posits a first step at exploring the quality of student-teacher interactions through 
quantitative and qualitative analyses of teachers’ positive and negative vocal interactions related 
to student behavior. The following research questions guided this study: (1) What are the natural 
rates and characteristics of teachers’ positive and negative vocal interactions with middle school 
students in a private school? (1a) What are the common characteristics or features of teachers’ 
vocal statements? (1b) How does teachers’ use of specific positive and negative behaviors relate 
to classroom disruptive behavior(s)? (2) What is the preliminary effectiveness of a low-intensity 
intervention package including training, performance feedback emails, and reflective goal-setting 
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on a teachers’ positive and negative vocal interactions with students? (2a) How socially valid is 
the intervention in altering teachers’ positive and negative interactions with students? 
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2.0 Literature Review 
The results from a series of reviews support the effectiveness of praise and other PTIs and 
highlight important trends in the growing PTI literature base. First, increasing teacher praise 
promotes meaningful changes in student behavior for students with and without disabilities 
(Jenkins et al., 2015; Moore et al., 2019). Increases in PTIs promote student on-task behavior, 
attention, and compliance and reduce student inappropriate behaviors and tardiness (Markelz & 
Taylor, 2016; Royer et al., 2018; Simonsen et al., 2008). Second, general and special education 
teachers from kindergarten through high school use significantly more general praise than BSP 
(Jenkins et al., 2015).  Despite decades of research, teachers use this effective strategy with varying 
frequency, consistency, and success (Reinke et al., 2008). Third, overall PTIs decrease as students’ 
age. Early elementary teachers demonstrate higher rates of PTIs than later-aged teachers and 
teacher praise prompts greater change in younger students (Markelz & Taylor, 2016; Royer et al., 
2018). Fourth, reviews of high-quality praise research establish praise as a potentially evidence-
based practice for classroom management (Royer et al., 2018; Moore et al., 2019). 
2.1 Purpose of Current Review  
Published reviews of PTIs often focus on identifying the current rate with which teachers 
use praise or on assembling studies to evaluate the evidence base in totality. To date, no review 
has examined the methodological characteristics of empirical studies of PTIs. The purpose of this 
study is to systematically review how single-subject researchers have attempted to experimentally 
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increase teachers’ use of PTIs, with a specific focus on their unit of analysis, intervention 
components, and subsequent empirical and social validity results. The driving research questions 
include: 
1. With whom and where have researchers conducted PTI studies?  
2. What target teacher and student behaviors have been targeted within PTI studies? 
3. What intervention components have researchers utilized to increase teachers’ PTIs? 
4. What empirical and social validity results occurred in response to the intervention?  
2.2 Method 
For this systematic literature review, the author conducted a search of the ERIC and 
PsycINFO databases, as well as Google Scholar. Keywords for the literature search included 
various and relevant combinations of teacher, behavior, praise, approval, general praise, and 
behavior specific praise. The initial database search for this review took place in October 2017, 
manual searches of article reference sections, review of articles citing historic/seminal praise 
articles (e.g., White, 1975), and the search engines’ “related articles” feature identified additional 
potential articles.  Studies must have been published within peer-reviewed journals (i.e., no 
dissertations, chapters or sections of books, etc.) and in English, without any limit on the year of 
publication. Two subsequent database searches took place in June 2018 and October 2018 to 
identify newly published articles missing from the initial search and all duplicates were removed. 
In all, the researcher reviewed 705 unique potential articles.  
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2.2.1 Article Analysis 
The author individually reviewed the titles, abstracts, and entire articles (if necessary) 
within Microsoft Excel©. The following inclusion/exclusion criteria were applied to the title, 
abstracts, and articles during the review: (1) articles explicitly evaluated an intervention to actively 
manipulate PTI behaviors; surveys assessing social validity of praise, student approval, perception, 
preference of praise/recognition, or intervention approval measures) met exclusion criteria (n = 
245, 33.4%); (2) articles presented results of an empirical study resulting in quantitative data for 
analysis; articles not presenting the results of empirical studies (e.g., practitioner articles, strategies 
for using praise, or describing assessment or observation protocol) met exclusion criteria (n = 89, 
12.1%); (3) articles presented results of an empirical study focused on teachers as behavior change 
agents; research studies not focused on in-service teacher behavior (e.g., measuring positive 
interactions of parents, pre-service teachers, managers, peers, caregivers, coaches, therapists, 
professors, undergraduates as teachers, paraprofessionals, or instructors/tutors) met exclusion 
criteria (n = 96, 13.1%); research collecting PTI behavior data to establish the effectiveness of an 
intervention (including School-Wide Positive Behavior Supports, the Good Behavior Game, etc.) 
also met exclusion criteria (n = 40, 5.5%); research studies including PTI behaviors as part of a 
treatment or intervention package or as a treatment phase/condition also met exclusion criteria (n 
= 111, 15.7%); and (4) researchers attempted to change a dimension (rate, quality, type, etc.) of 
PTI behaviors; studies that solely quantified a dimension of PTI behavior(s) but made no attempt 
to change the dimension met exclusion criteria (n = 92, 12.6%).   
After applying the aforementioned inclusion/exclusion criteria, 68 empirical studies 
remained (9.3% of original sample).  The author applied a secondary set of exclusion criteria to 
focus the final analysis: (1) studies not conducted within elementary general education and 
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inclusive classrooms (kindergarten to fifth grade; n = 33, 4.5%); (2) international research (n = 7, 
1.0%); and (3) studies not employing a single-subject research design (n = 6, 0.8%).  The sample 
included 15 studies (2.1% of the original sample).  
2.2.2 Article Quality Assessment and Data Extraction  
The researcher read and coded each article based on published quality indicators for single-
subject research (Cook et al., 2015). The Council for Exceptional Children’s Standards for 
Evidence-Based Practices provides twenty-one quality indicators (QI) to examine the 
methodological soundness of single-subject studies (Cook et al., 2015). The QIs focus on 
descriptions of the participants, context and setting, intervention agent(s), intervention/practice, 
implementation fidelity, internal validity, dependent variables, and data analysis. In order to 
review as many methodologically sound articles as possible, the researcher included articles 
meeting at least 80% of the QIs. Only eight articles (1.1% of the original sample) met this criterion 
and were included in the final review sample. The researcher reread each article and coded 
descriptive characteristics (Figure A1) of each article into a Microsoft Excel© workbook for 
analysis, including: (a) participant demographics; (b) experimental methodology; (c) data 




Tables 1-5 present descriptive characteristics of the reviewed studies. Blank cells represent 
information missing from the manuscript.  
2.3.1 Research Question One – Who and Where  
Tables 1-3 report the teacher, student/classroom, and school demographic information 
provided within the reviewed articles.  
2.3.1.1 Teachers 
In all, 28 classroom teachers (general education or inclusion) participated in the reviewed 
studies. The teachers had a wide range of experience (from 1-25 years), but almost half of them 
(N = 12; 48.0%) were ‘early career’ teachers with less than five years of experience. Of the studies 
that reported it, 21 of the 25 teachers (84.0%) were female and most (90%) were Caucasian or 
White. More than half of the teachers (61.1%) had a Master’s degree and 38.9% had a Bachelor’s 
degree. Allday et al. (2012) reported their three classroom teachers were “highly qualified” (pp. 
89-90) but did not report their actual degrees/certifications. The five teachers from Horton (1975) 
and O’Handley et al. (2018) were the only two studies to report age, with an average age of 32.8 
years, ranging from 26 to 47 years old. 
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Table 1. Teacher Demographics Across Reviewed Studies 
Study 
Num. of 
Participants Age Gender Race/Ethnicity Certifications 
Teaching Experience 
(in years) 
Allday et al., 2012 3  F, F, F C, C, C HQ, HQ, HQ  
Cossairt et al., 1973 3     4, 2, 3 
Horton, 1975 2 28, 47 M, M  M, M 4, 15 
Mrachko et al., 2017 4  M, M, F, F  MA, MS, MS, BS 14, 1, 14, 5 
O’Handley et al., 2018 3 31, 26, 32 F, F, F C, AA, C M, BS, BS 1, 4, 8 
Reinke et al., 2008 4  F, F, F, F W, W, W, W  25, 14, 13, 15 
Simonsen et al., 2017 6  F, F, F, F, F, F  M, B, M, M, M, M 15, 2, 13, 7, 5, 11 














Note. Information missing from manuscripts is shown with a blank cell. Teacher demographic information for multiple teachers is provided in the order 
presented within manuscripts; Gender – F: Female, M: Male; Race/Ethnicity – C: Caucasian, AA: African-American, W: White; Certifications – HQ: 





Table 2. Student/Classroom Demographics Across Reviewed Studies 
Study Unit of Analysis Grade(s) Student Ages Student Genders 
Student 
Races/Ethnicities 
Num. of Students in 
Classroom 
Allday et al., 2012 D, T, T 2, K, 1 8, 5, 6, 7, 7 4 M, 1 F 5 C --- 
Cossairt et al., 1973 SG, SG, SG 4, 4, 3  5 M, 4 F  --- 
Horton, 1975 C, C 4, 4     
Mrachko et al., 2017 C, C, C, C 5, 5, 5, 5  11 M, 15 F (x4)  26 (x4) 
O’Handley et al., 2018 C, C, C 5, 5, 1  
9 M, 5 F; 10 M, 8 
F; 7 M, 8 F 
14 AA; 18 AA; 15 
AA 
14, 18, 15 
Reinke et al., 2008 C, C, C, C 1, 2, 2, 5     
Simonsen et al., 2017 C, C, C, C, C, C K, 3, 3, 3, K, 3    
19, 17, 17, ~20, 20, 
20 














Note. Information missing from manuscripts is shown with a blank cell. Student/classroom demographic information for multiple student participants is 
provided in the order presented within manuscripts; Units of Analysis – D: Dyad (teacher and 1 student), T: Triad (teacher and 2 students), SG: Small 
Group (teacher and 4 students), C: Class-wide; Grade(s) – K: Kindergarten; Genders – M: Male, F: Female; Race/Ethnicity – C: Caucasian, AA: African-




Table 3. School Demographics Across Reviewed Studies 
Study 
# of 
Schools Geographic Region 
Urbanicity SES Performance 
School Statistics 
Minority FRL S:T ESL SE SWBS 
Allday et al., 2012 2 Southwest US 
 
     
 
  
Cossairt et al., 1973 2 Kansas City, KS  “Low”     
 
  
Horton, 1975 2   “ED”     
 
  
Mrachko et al., 2017 1 Southwest PA Rural  Met AYP    
 
 x 
O’Handley et al., 2018 1     96%  80%  
 
  






















































Note. Information missing from manuscripts is shown with a blank cell. School demographic information for multiple schools is provided in the order 
presented within manuscripts; SES – ED: “economically disadvantaged”; Performance – AYP: annual yearly progress, * identification based on state school 
performance report; Minority: percent minority students; FRL: free reduced lunch percentage; S:T: student-teacher ratio; ESL: English as a second language 






2.3.1.2 Unit of Analysis  
In all, more than 340 students participated in the reviewed eight studies – one study (Reinke 
et al., 2008) did not report the number of students within each of their four participating 
classrooms. Researchers investigated methods for increasing PTIs with individual students 
(teacher-student dyads), small groups of students (triads with two students, table groups of four 
students), or all students within the classroom (class-wide). Most researchers (five  studies; 62.5%) 
explored teachers’ positive interactions with their class as a whole (class-wide).  Researchers in 
three studies (37.5%) observed teachers’ positive interactions with dyads, triads, or small groups 
of students (specific students). 
Class-wide. The five articles with a class-wide unit of analysis presented research 
conducted within 19 teachers’ classrooms throughout all elementary grades (kindergarten to fifth). 
Latter elementary years (third, fourth, and fifth grades) made up a majority of the participating 
classrooms (N = 13; 68.4%), averaging 21.5 students per room. Early elementary classrooms 
(kindergarten to second grade) had an average of 18 students. Only two studies (Mrachko et al., 
2017; O’Handley et al., 2018) provided information on the academic and behavioral needs of 
students in their research classrooms. For example, Mrachko et al. (2017) reported five students 
had individualized education plans or behavior plans and their disability categories. Twelve 
students across three classrooms in O’Handley et al. (2018) received behavioral supports through 
the schools’ response to intervention (RTI) process. 
Specific students. The three publications with a unit of analysis focused on specific 
student(s) shared the results of research conducted with nine teachers and 20 students through 
kindergarten to 4th grade. Most of the individual students participating in these studies were 
reported to be white males with histories of aggression, disruption, or noncompliance (Allday et 
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al., 2012), “low attending and instruction-following behaviors” (Cossairt et al., 1973, p. 90) or 
being “noncompliant and disruptive in class” (Thompson et al., 2012, p. 526).   
2.3.1.3 Settings  
The eight studies were conducted in a total of 15 public elementary schools across the 
country including the Midwestern US, New England, Pacific Northwest, Southwestern 
Pennsylvania, Southwest US, and Western US. The studies were conducted within suburban 
(Simonsen et al., 2017; Thompson et al., 2012) and rural (Mrachko et al., 2017) elementary schools 
of varying socio-economic and characteristics. The schools had varying free/reduced lunch rates, 
averaging 45.3% (range: 1-80%). The reviewed studies were conducted in schools with adequate 
implementation of a school-wide behavior system (O’Handley et al., 2018) as well as elementary 
schools without any school-wide behavior system (Mrachko et al., 2017, Thompson et al., 2012). 
2.3.2 Research Question Two – Target Teacher and Student Behaviors 
The studies included 30 dependent variables (DVs) – 22 positive and negative teacher 
behaviors and eight positive and negative student behaviors (see Table 4). 
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2.3.2.1 Teacher Behaviors  
Researchers studied various PTI behaviors, including BSP (Allday et al., 2012; Horton, 
1975; Mrachko et al., 2017; O’Handley et al., 2018; Reinke et al., 2008; Simonsen et al., 2017; 
Thompson et al., 2012), general verbal praise (Allday et al., 2012; Cossairt et al., 1973; Horton, 
1975; Mrachko et al., 2017; Reinke et al., 2008), and approving gestures (Mrachko et al., 2017). 
The seven experiments including BSP provided similar 
definitions, however, the most technical, and likely seminal, definition of BSP comes from 
Horton (1975): BSP has “one component that differentiated it from other praise statements, the 
identification of the student behavior to be praised, which was attached to a word or group of words 
that connoted approval or praise” (p. 312). Researchers in four studies (50.0%) also collected data 
on teachers’ use of negative teaching behaviors, including reprimands/corrections (Allday et al., 
2012; Reinke et al., 2008), negative comments/criticisms (Mrachko et al., 2017), praise for non-
attending (Cossairt et al., 1973). 
2.3.2.2 Student Behaviors 
Researchers in five studies (62.5%) collected concurrent data on positive and/or negative 
student behaviors. Positive student behaviors included ‘on-task’ (Allday et al., 2012; Thompson 
et al., 2012), ‘attending’ (Cossairt et al., 1973), and ‘appropriate engagement’ (O’Handley et al., 
2018). Negative student behaviors included students being ‘disruptive’ (Cossairt et al., 1973; 
O’Handley et al., 2018; Reinke et al., 2008) and ‘off task’ (Allday et al., 2012; Thompson et al., 
2012). 
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2.3.3 Research Question Three – Intervention Components 
Table 4 presents the independent variable (IV) components and research design (including 
maintenance) for each reviewed study. All of the studies included multi-component IVs for 
increasing PTIs with specific students or classrooms as a whole.  IV components are discussed 
below by frequency.  
Most of the studies (n = 7; 87.5%) reported some form of an initial teacher training (e.g., 
workshops, in-service, professional development, consultation, discussions). Each training 
occurred during a one-time session lasting approximately 30 minutes (range: 15 minutes to 2 
hours). These trainings often included: (a) definition and/or explanation of specific PTI 
behavior(s); (b) time devoted to rehearsal/role-play of using the PTI behavior(s); (c) discussing 
examples and non-examples; (d) discussing the PTI behaviors’ research-based, effects, and/or 
benefits; (e) steps or components of implementing the behavior; and/or (f) discussion of baseline 
levels of teacher behavior(s). 
Researchers in a majority of studies (n = 5, 62.5%) provided PF to their participants. Three 
experiments (37.5%) conducted in-person feedback sessions either daily (Cossairt et al., 1973 and 
Thompson et al., 2012) or weekly (O’Handley et al., 2018). During these sessions, outside 
researchers shared and/or discussed teacher behavior data (Cossairt et al., 1973; Thompson et al., 
2012), set and/or reviewed behavioral goals (O’Handley et al., 2018; Thompson et al., 2012), and 
reviewed student behavior data (Cossairt et al., 1973; O’Handley et al., 2018).  Three experiments 
(37.5%) included emailed PF for their teachers either daily (Mrachko et al., 2017) or weekly 
(Allday et al., 2012; Thompson et al., 2012). The emails included: a discussion of teacher behavior 
data or performance (Allday et al., 2012; Mrachko et al., 2017), goal achievement or 
underachievement (Allday et al., 2012), review of student behavioral data (Allday et al., 2012), 
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Table 4. Experimental Methodologies Across Reviewed Studies 
Study 
Dependent Variables  Independent Variables  
Design Maint. Teacher Student  Train GS PF VPF SM Indiv.  
Allday et al. (2012) 
BSP; GP; BSC; GC; 
TSP; TSC 
On-task; Off-task  ●  ●     MBL-P  
Cossairt et al. (1973) 




 ●  ●     MBL-P ● 
Horton (1975) BSP; GA   ● ●  ● ●   MBL-S  
Mrachko et al. (2017) BSP; GP; G; C; R   ● ● ● ●    MBL-P ● 
O’Handley et al. (2018) BSP; R 
Appropriate engage.; 
Disruptive bx 
 ● ● ● ●    MBL-P ● 
Reinke et al. (2008) BSP; GP; R Disruptive bx     ● ● ●  MBL-P ● 
Simonsen et al. (2017) BSP   ● ●  ● ●   MBL-P ● 
Thompson et al. (2012) BSP On-task  ● ● ●  ● ●  MP  
Note. Dependent Variables – BSP: behavior-specific praise, GP: general praise, BSC: behavior-specific correction, GC: general correction, TSP: target student 
praise, TSC: target student correction, P: praise, GA: general approval, G: gesture indicating approval, C: coercion, R: reprimands, Bx: behavior, Engage: 
engagement.; Independent Variables – Train: teacher training, GS: goal setting, PF: performance feedback, VPF: visual performance feedback, SM: self-
monitoring, Indiv: individualized interventions; Design – MBL-P: multiple-baseline across participants, MBL-S: multiple-baseline across [academic] subjects, 
MP: multiple probe, Maint: maintenance. 
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specific instances of successful and unsuccessful implementation of BSP (Mrachko et al., 2017), 
and praise for data collection and improved BSP (Thompson et al., 2012). 
Five experiments (62.5%) included the provision of visual performance feedback (VPF) 
on their participants’ behavior. VPF included participants examining their own self-generated 
graphs (Horton, 1975; Simonsen et al., 2017), discussion of researcher-provided graphs of positive 
and negative teaching behaviors (Mrachko et al., 2017; O’Handley et al., 2018), and/or 
corresponding researcher-provided graphs of student behavior (O’Handley et al., 2018).  Reinke 
et al. (2008) did not describe the VPF they provided to their participants.  
Researchers in five studies (62.5%) incorporated goal setting to help increase PTIs. Goals 
were set based upon individual teacher baseline performance (Mrachko et al., 2017; Thompson et 
al., 2012), predetermined by the researchers (Horton, 1975; O’Handley et al., 2018), or simply 
chosen by the participating teacher (Simonsen et al., 2017).  Only four studies (50.0%) reported 
their PTI behavior goal – at least one BSP per minute (Horton, 1975; Mrachko et al., 2017), one 
BSP every two minutes (O’Handley et al., 2018), or a 50% increase from baseline BSP levels 
(Thompson et al., 2012).   
Four experiments (50.0%) incorporated participant self-monitoring in their intervention. 
Participants in two studies (25.0%) were taught to collect audio (Horton, 1975) or video recordings 
(Thompson et al., 2012) of their teaching, select a sample of time, and self-score, record, and 
analyze their data.  Reinke et al. (2008) had teachers record their intervention implementation 
through a provided procedural checklist of intervention components. Participants in Simonsen et 
al. (2017) established a self-management plan similar to a behavior contract; the teachers set their 
own behavioral goal, reinforcers, etc., and self-reinforced successful increases in BSP. 
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Researchers in two studies (25.0%) provided individualized (Reinke et al., 2008) or tiered 
(Thompson et al., 2012) interventions, tailoring them for each participant. Consultants and 
participants in Reinke et al. (2008) collaborated to develop a menu of intervention options for 
teachers; the teacher selected their intervention(s) and consultants provided ongoing 
implementation support. Thompson et al. (2012) followed an RTI approach, with three tiers of 
supports: school-wide training, self-monitoring, and self-monitoring plus coaching. Increases or 
decreases in BSP frequency from baseline determined tier placement and applicable supports 
(Thompson et al., 2012). 
2.3.3.1 Research Design 
Most of the experiments (n = 6, 75.0%) used a multiple baseline (MBL) design across 
participants. Horton (1975) utilized a MBL across academic subjects (e.g., mathematics, language 
arts, and reading for the same teacher) and Thompson et al. (2012) employed a multiple probe 
across participants design. Five experiments (62.5%) included a follow-up or maintenance phase 
in their experimental designs. These served as checks to the long-term effects of the independent 
variable. The median follow-up time was 2-3 weeks, with a range of immediately following 
termination of independent variable (O’Handley et al., 2018) to one month (Reinke et al., 2008). 
2.3.4 Research Question Four – Empirical and Social Validity Results 
The researcher visually analyzed each data-display for meaningful within- and between-
phase changes in teacher behavior, as well as the immediacy of the effect, data overlap, and 
consistency of data pattern across similar phases (Kratochwill et al., 2013). Generally, the behavior 
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change interventions effectively increased PTIs. The effects of each intervention varied between 
the studies, components, and participants. 
2.3.4.1 Baseline 
As expected, teachers naturally engage in PTI behaviors at varying rates. More than half 
of the participating teachers rarely provided the measured PTI behavior (praise, BSP, approval 
statements, etc.). The remaining teachers provided positive statements or praise to students 
between once every minute (Reinke et al., 2008) to once every five to ten minutes (O’Handley et 
al., 2018). 
2.3.4.2 Teacher Trainings 
Although nearly all of the studies providing an initial training or professional development 
session for teachers about increasing their PTIs with students, only two studies (25.0%) presented 
data on the effectiveness of trainings alone (Cossairt et al., 1973; Thompson et al., 2012). Trainings 
alone were ineffective at producing meaningful and sustained changes in PTI behaviors in five 
teachers. 
2.3.4.3 Performance Feedback 
Two studies (25.0%) presented the results of how providing just PF affected teachers’ PTI 
behavior (Allday et al., 2012; Cossairt et al., 1973). The addition of PF produced immediate 
increases in PTI behavior for most teachers. This increase was then followed by variable 
responding at levels consistently above baseline. Two teachers demonstrated no immediate change 
in their PTI behavior, with only minor increases in the following days. Another teacher quickly 
increased the use of praise, however, it quickly returned to baseline level (zero). 
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2.3.4.4 Self-Monitoring 
Teachers’ use of self-monitoring (collecting and recording their own behavior data) also 
had mixed results in the two studies (25.0%) which presented data on its effectiveness alone 
(Reinke et al., 2008; Thompson et al., 2012). Self-monitoring helped two teachers demonstrate 
immediate, sustained improvement over their baseline PTI levels (one each in Reinke et al., 2008 
and Thompson et al., 2012). However, self-monitoring alone did not help most teachers in making 
meaningful, sustained improvements (level, trend, or variability) in teacher praise or BSP. 
2.3.4.5 Treatment Packages 
Half of the studies reported intervention results for their entire treatment packages. Results 
for the two most common treatment packages follow. A treatment package including training, goal 
setting, and PF (Mrachko et al., 2017; O’Handley et al., 2018) helped most teachers demonstrate 
immediate increases in PTI behavior. Over time this treatment package promoted increases in PTI 
behaviors (praise, BSP, etc.) to moderately stable, higher levels with little overlap with baseline 
levels. The behavioral metrics afforded by graphing on the standard celeration chart allowed 
Mrachko et al. (2017) to precisely quantify their teachers’ behavioral changes. Teachers’ 
demonstrated up to a 32% weekly increase in their use of PTIs (Mrachko et al., 2017). 
Another common treatment package included training, goal setting, VPF, and self-
monitoring. The implementation subject-specific VPF significantly increased two teachers’ use of 
BSP in their mathematics, language arts, and reading classes (Horton, 1975). Smaller BSP 
increases were seen in both of their science/health and social studies classes (Horton, 1975). A 
“targeted professional development” (Simonsen et al., 2017, p. 40) led to immediate (albeit varied) 
increases in BSP rates for their six participating teachers. Teachers maintained these gains for 
approximately one to two months with only moderate reductions over time (Simonsen et al., 2017). 
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2.3.4.6 Negative Teacher Behaviors 
Only two studies (25.0%) presented data on teachers’ negative behaviors, including 
teachers’ negative statements and/or reprimands (Mrachko et al., 2017; O’Handley et al., 2018). 
Three teachers in Mrachko et al. (2017) reduced their negative statements during intervention 
between 5% and 53%, while one teacher increased her use of negative statements 14% weekly. 
Teachers in O’Handley et al. (2018) provided reprimands at lower rates than BSP during 
intervention, though increases in BSP did not seem to affect teachers’ rate of reprimands.  
2.3.4.7 Follow-up and Maintenance. 
Teacher levels of PTI behaviors typically decreased during follow-up data collection. 
Teacher behavior seemed to maintain immediately following IV removal (O’Handley et al., 2018). 
Most teachers had reductions in PTI behavior in the weeks (Cossairt et al., 1973; Mrachko et al., 
2017; and Simonsen et al., 2017) and month (Reinke et al., 2008) after intervention removal and 
repeated follow-up measures were highly variable. 
2.3.4.8 Student Behaviors 
Increases and decreases in student behavior mirrored changes in teacher behavior. 
Students’ rates of attending and on-task behaviors (Allday et al., 2012; Cossairt et al., 1973; 
Thompson et al., 2012) and appropriate engagement behaviors (O’Handley et al., 2018) increased 
concurrently with increased use of PTI behaviors. Additionally, students engaged in reduced rates 
of disruptive behaviors (O’Handley et al., 2018; Reinke et al., 2008) as teachers increased their 
use of PTI behaviors. In a correlation analysis, Allday et al. (2012) found a statistically significant 
relationship (r = 0.62, p < 0.001) between the rate of teacher BSP and student on-task behaviors. 
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2.3.4.9 Social Validity. 
Six studies (75.0%) included measures of social validity, often relying on a survey or other 
Likert scale measures at the completion of the study (see Table 6). Three studies (Mrachko et al., 
2017; Simonsen et al., 2017; Thompson et al., 2012) reported the rating scale used by participants 
(e.g., 6-point scale from 1 “Strongly Disagree” to 6 “Strongly Agree”; Thompson et al., 2012). 
Three studies did not report their rating scale (Allday et al., 2012; O’Handley et al., 2018; Reinke 
et al., 2008). Four studies provided the participants with researcher-developed surveys (Allday et 
al., 2012; Mrachko et al., 2017; Reinke et al., 2008; Thompson et al., 2012), while two provided a 
research supported and empirically validated measure (O’Handley et al., 2018; Simonsen et al., 
2017). The social validity surveys focused primarily on the teachers’ opinion of the IV, including: 
(a) the effectiveness of the intervention to increase PTIs (O’Handley et al., 2018; Reinke et al., 
2008; Simonsen et al., 2017; Thompson et al., 2012); (b) the acceptability or favorability of 
intervention package (Allday et al., 2012; Mrachko et al., 2017; O’Handley et al., 2018; Simonsen 
et al., 2017); (c) the appropriateness, adequacy, or intrusiveness of the intervention (Reinke et al., 
2008; Simonsen et al., 2017; Thompson et al., 2012); and (d) the extent to which participants would 
recommend the intervention to others teachers (Mrachko et al., 2017; Simonsen et al., 2017). The 
social validity questionnaires also asked participants if they perceived a change in student behavior 
as a result of increasing their BSP (Thompson et al., 2012) and if they are likely to continue using 
BSP in the future (Allday et al., 2012). 
Only two studies (25.0%) included open-ended social validity questions (Mrachko et al., 
2017; Thompson et al., 2012). Mrachko et al. (2017) asked their participants to describe which 
components of intervention package were most helpful, to provide suggestions to improve the 
training, and if they would recommend the training as professional development for other teachers. 
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Thompson et al. (2012) did not include their specific open-ended questions, but “two participants 
also completed a section inviting comments. The researcher encouraged them to be candid in their 
responses” (p. 533). 
2.4 Discussion 
The minute-by-minute positive interactions between teachers and students play an 
important role in students’ classroom experience (Hughes, 2011; McCormic et al., 2013). PTIs 
include a range effective and efficient classroom management behaviors (i.e., praise, BSP, 
approving gestures, etc.). Teachers using these behaviors more often establish supportive 
classroom environments which promote student academic and behavior change (Jenkins et al., 
2015; Markelz & Taylor, 2016; Royer et al., 2018). The present study sought to review the 
reporting and methodological characteristics of PTI literature. The eight reviewed studies used 
intervention treatment packages (often training, goal-setting, PF, and/or self-monitoring) to 
effectively increase teachers’ positive interactions with students. Increases in PTI behaviors, 
including BSP, GP, and approval statements, mirrored positive changes in student behavior. 
Trends within the reviewed literature provide points for discussion and directions for future PTI 
research. 
PTIs encompass a variety of effective classroom management behaviors, commonly 
including GP and BSP. Patterns emerged regarding the measurement of PTI behaviors. Although 
none of the researchers cited seminal or previous literature definitions of their dependent variables, 
the authors reported similar operational definitions. Definitions of praise commonly included 
“indication of teacher approval” (Reinke et al., 2008, p. 319) and “conveys general reference to a 
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desirable behavior” (Allday et al., 2012, p. 88). BSP definitions included “a specific desired social 
or academic behavior exhibited by the student” (Thompson et al., 2012, p. 528). The convergence 
of operational definitions within this review is a positive sign for PTI research. Consistent 
operational definitions increase the consistency between studies and aides in comparing results 
across studies. 
A majority of the operational definitions included the explicit requirement of a verbal or 
audible statement or behavior. Researchers appear to have prioritized vocal praise behavior(s) over 
other forms of PTIs. This explicit focus on vocal behavior supports accurate and reliable data 
collection. However, educators can interact positively with students through more than just verbal 
praise statements. Researchers within the review handled non-vocal PTI behaviors inconsistently. 
Two studies included approving gestures within larger categories of positive behavior (Mrachko 
et al., 2017) and general praise (Reinke et al., 2008). Researchers within the remaining studies 
excluded these behaviors from data collection explicitly (O’Handley et al., 2018) or through their 
omission within operational definitions. Approving gestures (e.g., thumbs up), physical touch 
(e.g., pat on the back), and other non-vocal PTI behaviors will likely act as a positive, primary 
reinforcer for most students (Cooper et al., 2007). The empirical study of non-vocal PTI behaviors 
provides an extension of currently available research. Additionally, more inclusive and 
functionally-equivalent PTI behaviors will allow teachers to vary the form of their PTIs and may 
help teachers to get closer to the ‘ideal’ or ‘research recommended’ levels.  These ratios, however, 
are merely suggestions and have not yet been empirically tested against each other. 
Researchers within the reviewed studies utilized a variety of intervention components to 
increase teachers use of PTI behaviors. In general, a positive relationship appears between 
increased researcher involvement in the teachers’ behavior change and the effectiveness of the 
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intervention. Trainings alone were ineffective at promoting meaningful, sustained improvements 
in PTI behavior. This supports previous research showing the ineffectiveness of short and/or one-
time trainings (Yoon et al., 2007). It appears that experiments with increased researcher interaction 
with participants (e.g., not relying on participant self-monitoring alone or within treatment 
packages) promoted more immediate and sustained improvements in PTI behaviors. These 
methodologies overwhelmingly included PF, which inherently include more consistent 
interactions with participants. As a result, participants likely receive more access to feedback and 
opportunities for professional reflection based on ‘expert’ input or suggestions. The effectiveness 
of interventions including PF differed across experiments. No clear link exists between PF 
frequency (e.g., daily, every few days, or weekly) or mode (e.g., in-person or email) of and its 
effect on targeted PTI behavior(s). The quality of the PF provided to teachers likely plays an 
important role in how teachers respond to and incorporate the feedback. Future research should 
investigate efforts to increase the meaningfulness of PF and interventions on PTIs in general. 
All behavior analytic research strives to promote socially-significant change in the 
participants’ lives. The effectiveness of an intervention is demonstrated through functional 
relations and high measures of social validity (Snodgrass et al., 2018). Researchers commonly 
relied on post-study questionnaires as their sole source of critical social validity data. Consistent 
with previous reviews (Snodgrass et al., 2018), these one-time social validity questionnaires 
typically focused on the acceptability and effectiveness of the treatment package. Unfortunately, 
these methodologies often miss important aspects of the participants’ experience during the study. 
Teaching teachers to increase their use of PTIs is likely a personally challenging process 
for the teachers. Collecting and reporting more rigorous and valid social validity measures may 
increase the believability of empirical findings. The reviewed articles provide some methods to 
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increase the rigor and validity of social validity findings. Researchers should consider collecting 
social validity data during intervention (see Reinke et al., 2008). This mid-study data provides in-
the-moment input from the participant about their experience as behavior change agents 
(Snodgrass et al., 2018). Inviting participant input during a study would likely provide the 
researcher important information about their perceptions of the procedures and feasibility of 
behavioral targets (Snodgrass et al., 2018). 
Researchers should also attempt to incorporate psychometrically validated social validity 
questionnaires or instruments. Using these measures reduces the commonly cited concerns of 
researcher-developed social validity instruments, namely their small sample sizes and lack of 
important accuracy or validity measures. O’Handley et al. (2018) used the Behavior Intervention 
Rating Scale (BIRS) developed by Elliott and Von Brock Treuting (1991) and Simonsen et al. 
(2017) used an adapted version of the Intervention Rating Profile-15 (IRP-15; Martens et al., 
1985). 
Finally, researchers should allow participants to provide oral or written responses to open-
ended questions about their experiences (see Mrachko et al., 2017; Thompson et al., 2012). 
Participants’ responses to open-ended questions verify the findings of self-reported social validity 
scores. Open-ended questions should focus on the participants’ experience during treatment or 
intervention and perception of resulting behavior change(s). 
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3.0 Method 
The state of Pennsylvania mandated all schools move to remote instruction in March 2020 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. As a result, study data collection concluded after 38 days. 
Experiment 1 consisted of observational teaching data for all four teachers across 37 days of 
instruction. Resulting data was analyzed through quantitative (via descriptive and inferential 
statistics) and qualitative methodologies. Experiment 2 consisted of a brief case-study involving 
the first teacher (Adam) during 13 days of baseline and seven days of intervention. Data was 
analyzed through inferential statistics and metrics afforded by Standard Celeration Charts (SCC). 
3.1 Setting 
This experiment was conducted within general education classrooms in a private, 
University-affiliated laboratory school. The school enrolls over 400 students from kindergarten 
through eighth grade. Most students are White (55.3%) or multiracial (22.9%), with an 11:1 
student-teacher ratio.  
3.2 Participants 
Four general education classroom teachers participated in this study: two language arts 
teachers and two science teachers. School administration received recruitment materials, including 
narrative study description, teacher recruitment letter (Figure B2), and full consent document 
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(Figure B3) to distribute among potential participants. Administration recommended members of 
the middle school team would benefit from participation in this study. The researcher scheduled 
an in-depth follow-up conversation with interested teachers via email to discuss the study in more 
depth and obtain consent to participate. All participating teachers identified a class period which 
they needed support managing disruptive student behavior. A parental notification letter (Figure 
B4) was emailed to each classroom parent by the participating teacher. No classroom parents 
contacted the researcher with questions or concerns about the study.  
Tables 5 and 6 present the teacher and classroom demographics for the four teachers 
participating in Experiment 1. Adam is a White male, Chris is a Black male, and Evelyn and Katie 
are both White females. The participant’s average age was 32.5 years. Adam, Evelyn, and Katie 
had PA Instructional I teaching certifications. Katie, Chris, and Adam taught for between two and 
four years; Evelyn had 23 years of teaching experience, all of which at the study school. The 
teacher-identified sections included 68 students, an average of 17 students per class. Sixteen 
students (23.53%) had academic support plans, and three (4.41%) had active behavior support 
plans. Adam was the first participant to enter intervention, as such, he was the only participant in 
Experiment 2. 
Table 5. Participating Teacher Demographics 






Adam 29 Male White/Caucasian 7-12 Biology 4 5 
Chris 30 Male Black None 4 4 
Evelyn 45 Female White/Caucasian 7-12 Biology 23 23 







Table 6. Participating Classroom Characteristics 






Adam – 6th Grade Science 15 4 1 
Chris – 7th Grade ELA 19 3 0 
Evelyn – 8th Grade Science 17 3 1 
Katie – 6th Grade ELA 17 6 1 
3.3 Materials 
The four participants received a Zoom Q8 2.3K HD camcorder, 64 GB SanDiskTM memory 
card, and tripod to video-record the entirety of their lessons with the class section. A provided 
portable audio-recorder collected an independent audio record of the teachers’ vocal instructional 
behavior. Data collection materials (Figure B5) and procedural fidelity checklists (Figures B6 and 
B7) were created by the researcher. The researcher created all teacher training materials 
(Experiment 2) from existing trainings/lectures, advisor guidance, and information from textbooks 
and online. 
3.4 Dependent Variables 
Both experiments included the same dependent variables (DV) of rate and number of words 
associated with teachers’ positive and negative vocal interaction behaviors and frequency of 
classroom disruptive behavior(s). 
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3.4.1 Teacher Behavior 
The primary DV of this study was the frequency of teachers’ vocal positive and negative 
interaction behaviors with students per 16-minute continuous observation. Positive vocal 
interactions (PVI) were defined as any general praise (GP; e.g., “You all are doing a great job on 
your project”), behavior-specific praise (BSP: e.g., “Alexandra, thank you for opening your book 
after finishing the question”), or other positive statement delivered to an individual student, group 
of students, or the entire class. Teacher PVI research often includes multiple types of praise or 
approval statements rather than a single topography (Mrachko et al., 2017; Reinke et al., 2013). 
Negative vocal interactions (NVI) were defined as vocal behavior indicating teacher disapproval 
or reprimand. Examples of negative vocal statements include coercives (e.g., criticism, sarcasm, 
pleading, etc.; Latham, 1998, Sidman, 1989), positive or negative statements in response to 
inappropriate student behavior (e.g., “Now I just said we were not calling out answers”), or other 
negative statement directed to individual student, group of students, or the entire class. The 
inclusion of multiple NVI behaviors (including coercives) allows for a fine-grained analysis of 
teacher’s negative behavior(s). Table 7 presents operational definitions for all dependent variables. 
The researcher also transcribed all words associated with each positive and negative interaction.  
3.4.2 Classroom Disruptive Behavior 
Data was also collected on disruptive student behavior across each classroom based on a 
sampling procedure described in the Procedures. Student behavior data (frequency of vocalizations 
without permission and out-of-seat without permission), condensed across behaviors and students, 
yielded a total rate of ‘classroom disruptive behaviors’ per 16-minute observation. 
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Table 7. Teacher and Student Dependent Variable Definitions 











 General Praise 
Vocal statement indicating praise 
or approval without direct mention 
of specific appropriate behavior 





Vocal statement indicating praise 
or approval with direct mention of 
specific appropriate behavior 
“Thank you for raising 
your hand,” “I’m glad 
you have your notes.” 
 
Other Positive Other positive vocal statement 
“That is correct,” “I 
agree with that.” 
Force 
Criticism 
Vocal statements which chastise, 
judge, or highlight a fault in a 
student’s behavior or performance 
 
“I shouldn’t have to 
tell you to take your 
binder out again.” 
 
Arguing 
Vocal statements of disagreement 
or debate 
“I saw you do that,” 
“Yes you did.” 
Logic/Lecture 
Vocal statements using reasoning 
to convince or support requests 
 
“I'm trying to show 
you how to do this so 
you can do it on your 
own.” 
Questioning 
Vocal statements asking rhetorical 
and/or repeated questions 
 
“Are you listening?” 
“Why do I have to 
keep asking you?” 
Sarcasm 
Vocal statements of irony, 
mocking, or teasing 
 
“So now it’s okay to 
talk,” “Oh, now you 
speak up.” 
Pleading/Despair 
Vocal statements including guilt or 
appeals for cooperation 
 
“I said please stop,” 
“I’m tired of waiting 
for you all to focus.” 
Threats 
 
Vocal statements insinuating or 
explicating stating forthcoming 
negative consequences 
 
“I’m about to start 
switching seats.” 
 
Vocal statements or direction 











Attention to Junk 
Behavior 
Vocal statements in response to 
identified junk behavior 
(vocalizations without permission; 
out of seat without permission) 





Other negative vocal statements in 
relation to student behavior (does 
not include academic corrections) 
 
“John and Billy 














Vocalizations (call outs, side conversations, noises, etc.) not 
in response to teacher opportunity to respond 
Out of Seat without 
Permission 
Leaving the desk area without teacher permission 
 
3.5 Experimental Design 
This investigatory study collected observational data on teachers’ natural use of PVI and 
NVI behaviors within their classrooms (Experiment 1). The researcher viewed and coded total of 
1,120 minutes (or 18.67 hours) of classroom instruction across 70 recordings. A brief case-study 
(e.g., AB design; Johnston & Pennypacker, 2009) also assessed the effects of the treatment 
package for one teacher (Adam) in Experiment 2. Despite limitations, an AB design provides an 
initial exploration of the effectiveness of training, performance feedback emails, and reflective 
goal-setting. Adam entered intervention after at least five days with stable or worsening progress 
(e.g., stable positives and negatives, or decreasing positives and increasing negatives).  
Intervention entrance criteria for subsequent participants was set at: (1) stable or worsening 
progress, (2) the prior participant was in intervention for at least five days, and (3) the prior 
participant achieved at least a ×1.2 celeration of PVS frequency. Intervention exit criteria was set 
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at a ×1.3 improvement index change (see Data Collection and Analysis) after at least 10 days of 
intervention. All participants would exit intervention after 15 days to not overburden the teachers 
with an extended intervention.  
3.6 Data Collection and Analysis 
The researcher coded 16-minute segments of instruction, using a random number generator 
to identify the coding starting point (e.g., start coding at minute 12 after instruction began). 
Teachers’ instructional recordings averaged approximately 51 minutes. Raw frequency data on all 
dependent variables was collected during all observations. Additionally, the researcher transcribed 
and recorded the number of words associated with each PVI or NVI statement. Data were also 
visually displayed on Standard Celeration Charts (SCC). SCCs allow researchers and practitioners 
to display multiple behaviors (e.g., PVIs and NVIs) on a single, standardized display. This 
standardized data display prevents scalar manipulations and other possible graph construction 
errors (Kubina et al., 2017; Lindsley, 2005). Successive calendar days on the horizontal axis allows 
for an accurate picture of behavior change over time (Datchuk & Kubina, 2011). A logarithmically 
scaled vertical axis allows for the recording of behavior frequencies from once per day to 1,000 
times per minute (Datchuk & Kubina, 2011). 
3.6.1 Descriptive Statistics 
Mean and standard deviation were calculated for each teacher and student DV across the 
entire sample (n = 70 baseline observations) and for individual teachers. Average words per 
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instance (WPI) was calculated for each teacher DV following each observation as 
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐷𝑉 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠
𝐷𝑉 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
, with all values of zero removed from the calculation.  
3.6.2 Inferential Statistics 
Analysis of the observational dataset (Experiment 1) via inferential statistics assessed the 
presence of significant differences between teachers’ use of PVI and NVI behaviors (analysis of 
variance) and the effect of those behaviors on classroom disruptive behavior (multiple linear 
regressions) 
3.6.2.1 Analysis of Variance. 
Multiple one-way between-subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA) were conducted to 
examine teachers’ use of PVI and NVI behaviors. An ANOVA compares the means and variability 
of a continuous measure (specific teacher behavior) between three or more independent samples 
(e.g., the four participating teachers). For example, ANOVA quantify the significance of teachers’ 
differential use of criticism or sarcasm in response to student behavior. ANOVA compare the 
grand mean, or overall sample mean (𝜇, or “mu”), and teacher’s individual means (𝜇𝑇1, 𝜇𝑇2, 𝜇𝑇3,  
and 𝜇𝑇4). As with other statistical analyses, ANOVA test the probability with which we can reject, 
or fail to reject, a null hypothesis (e.g., no effect or difference). The null hypothesis was all 
individual means are the same; or, there were no significant differences in teacher’s use of the 
behavior (𝐻0: 𝜇 =  𝜇𝑇1 =  𝜇𝑇2 =  𝜇𝑇3 =  𝜇𝑇4). The alternative hypothesis was at least one 
individual mean was different from the grand mean (𝐻𝑎: 𝜇𝑘 ≠  𝜇𝑙, where 𝜇𝑘 and 𝜇𝑙 represent any 
two teacher means).  
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ANOVA calculate dispersion or distribution variability of behavior between and within 
groups. Each participating teacher is considered their own group. Between-group variability 
compares teacher means (μ
T1
, etc.) to the grand mean (μ). As between-group variability increases, 
teachers’ means grow further apart. The mean square (MS) coefficient reflects the sum of each 
squared deviation for each group, weighted by their sample size, divided by the degrees of freedom 
(df). Within-group variability compares teacher data points to their individual mean. As within-
group variability increases, teachers’ distributions spread. For within-group variability, the MS 
coefficient reflects the sum squared deviation of each value from its respective sample mean, 
divided by the df. Comparing these MS coefficients produces an F-statistic which, along with its 
associated p value, describes the significance of differences between sample means. F statistics 
near 1.0 or p > 0.05 fail to reject the null hypothesis, indicating no difference across teachers. 
Higher F statistics (with p ≤ 0.05) reject the null hypothesis, indicating significant differences 
across teachers. Higher F statistics result when the between-group variance is larger than the 
within-group variance.  
Using a study DV as an example, ANOVA first calculate the average use of PVIs across 
all teachers during baseline (grand mean). ANOVA then compare each teacher’s individual PVI 
distribution to the grand mean (e.g., between-group variability). Within-group variability 
compares each teachers’ unique variability in their use of PVI. If the variability of PVI was larger 
between teachers than within teachers, we would reject the null hypothesis. This would indicate 
statistically significant differences in teachers’ use of PVIs in their classroom. 
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3.6.2.2 Multiple Linear Regressions 
Multiple linear regressions estimate the relationship between a continuous outcome 
measure (e.g., classroom disruptive behavior) and two or more nominal predictor variables (e.g., 
teachers’ PVI and NVI behaviors). Linear regressions plot a line of best-fit through the scatterplot 
of a continuous criterion variable (dependent variable) and independent variable (predictor 
variable). This regression line, therefore, represents a predicted value (?̂?, or “y-hat”) for every 
value of the predictor variable. The change in the predicted value for every one-unit change in the 
predictor variable represents the slope of the regression line (𝛽, or “beta”). The standard error (SE) 
calculates the average amount of error (difference) between the predicted and observed criterion 
values. The ratio between 𝛽 (slope) and SE produces a computed t-statistic, which, along with its 
associated p value, describes the significance of relationships between the variables.  
For example, a linear regression could estimate the relationship between classroom 
disruptive behavior and frequency of attention to junk across all baseline data. A line of best fit 
through a scatterplot of the variables would produce an estimated number of classroom disruptive 
behaviors (?̂?) for every attention to junk frequency value. The line slope (𝛽 coefficient) would 
then represent the expected number of additional disruptive behaviors for every additional 
attention to junk behavior statement. 
Multiple linear regressions allow for the inclusion of two or more continuous predictor 
variables (e.g., all teacher DVs). Multiple linear regressions are appropriate when data fit several 
assumptions: (1) normal distribution of outcome, or normality; (2) presence of linear relationships 
between the outcome and each predictor, or linearity; (3) residuals (error values) are approximately 
normally distributed at each value of the outcome, or homoscedasticity; (4) absence of significant 
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outliers; and (5) absence of high correlations between predictors, or multicollinearity. Tests for 
these assumptions are presented in the results. 
3.6.3 Qualitative Analysis of Teachers’ Vocal Statements 
During coding, the researcher transcribed the statement(s) associated with an instance of 
each teacher DV. The researcher compiled the transcripts for each DV into individual data files 
prior to analysis (holistic coding; Saldaña, 2016). The researcher identified universal and 
idiosyncratic themes while proceeding deductively through each data file. Concept codes (Saldaña, 
2016) were generated to describe the unique words and characteristics of the statements. 
3.6.4 Assessing the Effectiveness of Intervention Package via Brief Case-Study 
The researcher assessed the effectiveness of this brief case-study of one teacher through 
metrics afforded by charting with a SCC and within-subject t-tests.  
3.6.4.1 SCC Metrics 
SCCs allow for the calculation of objective behavior metrics within conditions (i.e., level, 
celeration, bounce, and improvement index). Level refers to the average rate of responding during 
observation. Level was calculated as geometric mean, with values of zero removed (Clark-Carter, 
2005). Celeration refers to the change in behavioral frequency per week and are typically shown 
on SCCs as dark, solid lines. Celeration is calculated as the behavior frequency over time divided 
by time, or behavior per minute per week (Kennedy, 2005; Mrachko et al., 2017). Acceleration 
describes increasing frequency per week. For example, a ×1.25 (“multiply-by one point two five” 
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or “times one point two five”) represents ‘a 25% increase weekly.’ Deceleration describes 
decreasing frequency per week. For example, a ÷1.4 (“divide-by one point four”) represents ‘a 
40% decrease weekly.’ The bounce value quantifies the behaviors’ variability over time. 
Behaviorally, variability decreases when people display the target behavior more consistently and 
results from tighter stimulus control (Kubina, 2018). Suggested bounce envelopes (or stimulus 
control guidelines) are: ×1.0 to ×3.0 – very strong stimulus control; ×3.0 to ×6.0 – strong stimulus 
control; ×6.0 to ×10.0 – moderate stimulus control; and ×10.0 and above – weak, inconsistent 
stimulus control (Kubina, 2018). Improvement index (II) quantifies behavioral improvement across 
time by comparing the concurrent celerations of corrects (e.g., PVI) to incorrects (e.g., NVI; 
Kubina, 2019). II is calculated by comparing the growth (acceleration) of corrects to the decay 
(deceleration) of incorrects within the same condition. If the signs match, divide the larger value 
by the smaller. If they differ, multiply the values together. Then assign the sign of change to the 
value (e.g., multiply-by if progress improved or divide-by if progress deteriorated). 
SCCs also generate between conditions behavior-change metrics (i.e., level change, 
celeration multiplier, bounce change, and II change). Level change represents the difference in 
geometric means between concurrent conditions. Level change is calculated by dividing the larger 
value by the smaller and assigning the sign of the change (e.g., × for a level increase or ÷ for a 
level decrease). Celeration multiplier refers to the change in celerations between conditions 
(Datchuk & Kubina, 2011). Celeration multipliers are calculated as: (a) if celeration signs match, 
divide the larger value by the smaller and assign the sign of the change; or (b) if celeration signs 
are different, multiply the values and assign the sign of the change (Pennypacker et al., 2003). 
Bounce change quantifies variability differences between conditions and is calculated by dividing 
the larger bounce value by the smaller value and assigning the sign of the change. II change 
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compares two II measures between consecutive conditions (Kubina, 2019), and follow the 
celeration multiplier and II formulas. 
3.6.4.2 t-tests 
Within-subjects t-test compare the means of one group at two periods of time. The 
researcher compared Adam’s mean use of PVI and NVI behaviors during baseline and 
intervention. The two-tailed test had a null hypothesis of no differences in Adam’s behavior 
between conditions (𝐻0: 𝜇𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹 =  0). The alternative hypothesis was Adam’s mean behavior 
differed between conditions (𝐻𝑎: 𝜇𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹 ≠  0). Within-subjects t-tests calculate the mean difference 
between conditions as well as the standard error (variability in means). t statistics above their 
critical value (absolute values greater than 1.734 for df = 18) reject the null hypothesis, indicating 
significant mean differences between conditions.  
For example, t-tests compared Adam’s mean use of GP during baseline and intervention. 
Comparing the difference in means and standard deviations between conditions results in a t 
statistic. With df = 18 (20 observations minus two for each condition), t statistics above a critical 
absolute value of 1.734 indicates significant differences in Adam’s GP between conditions. 
Within-subject t-tests are appropriate when data fit several assumptions: (1) all participants appear 
in both conditions/groups; (2) continuous dependent variables; and (3) normal distribution of 
dependent variable. The case-study data met each of these assumptions. 
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3.7 Independent Variable 
One teacher met intervention entrance criteria (described in Procedures). Adam’s baseline 
and intervention data constitute the data set for Experiment 2. The intervention package included 
an in-person training on PVI and NVI behaviors, performance feedback emails following each 
observation, and teachers’ reflective goal-setting. 
3.7.1 Training 
The researcher met with the Adam individually for an after-school training following the 
last day of baseline. The prerecorded training (slides provided in Figure B8) included: (a) 
background information about the role and influence of teacher-student interactions; (b) 
descriptions and examples of positive and negative interactions and the ratio between these 
behaviors; (c) strategies for increasing positive interactions and decreasing negative interactions 
(described below); (d) opportunities to practice and discuss the strategies with researcher feedback; 
(e) presentation of baseline performance to-date on SCCs; and (f) review of the material and 
description of intervention procedures (i.e., upload data, receive and review feedback, etc.).  The 
opportunity to ask questions and presentation of an informational handout ended the training. 
The training provided Adam with three strategies to utilize in his classroom. First, the 
training discussed maximizing positive statements. Based on decades of behavior analytic 
research, Adam was encouraged to provide positive praise statements: (a) within three to five 
seconds; (b) with a sincere and authentic tone of voice and body language; (c) and including 
explicit mention of appropriate or desired behavior (Conroy et al., 2009). The training also 
encouraged Adam to vary the targets (e.g., to individual students, small groups, or the class as a 
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whole), mode (i.e., private versus public, including gesture or signal, etc.), and word choice of his 
positives. Strategy two taught Adam to withhold verbal/nonverbal attention (or ‘pivot,’ Whitman 
& Jackson, 2006) from distracting or disruptive student behaviors. Teachers first ignore the 
behavior while providing positives to other students or engaging in another activity (e.g., writing 
on lesson plan, checking other student work). Once the disruptive behavior ceases, teachers 
reengage with the student provide positive statement(s) focused on an appropriate behavior. 
Finally, Adam was asked to minimize his negative or corrective statements. Adam learned about 
the predictable side-effects of corrective and coercive statements (i.e., avoidance of and/or escape 
from coercive people or settings, retaliatory behavior, etc.; Latham, 1998, Sidman, 1989) to 
highlight the importance of reducing these statements. If negative statements were necessary, the 
training encouraged Adam to address the behavior, restate his expectations, and move on to 
another activity/student rather than provide extra attention via long conversations about the 
undesired behavior. Adam was encouraged to deliver corrective statements in steady tone of voice 
and look for subsequent opportunities to provide extra positives to the student and classroom. To 
assess learning, Adam role-played four classroom scenarios focused around challenging behaviors 
with the researcher. He identified and role-played an appropriate strategy for each situation. The 
researcher ensured Adam demonstrated each strategy component before moving on to the next 
scenario.  
3.7.2 Performance Feedback Emails 
The researcher provided performance feedback emails following each data collection 
session. The scripted emails included: (a) an introductory greeting; (b) the frequency count of PVIs 
and NVIs; (c) a specific instance of success (i.e., providing more positives, pivoting from 
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disruptive behavior, etc.); (d) a specific instance of missed implementation or opportunity for 
refinement (i.e., attending to disruptive student behavior, missed opportunity to provide positive, 
etc.); and (e) behavior performance graphs with discussion. Figure B9 presents a performance 
feedback email template. 
3.7.3 Reflective Goal-Setting 
After reviewing each performance feedback email, Adam was asked to self-reflects on that 
days’ instruction. He sent an email reply, identifying a reflective statement about something that 
went well during that data collection session (e.g., Today, I felt like I had an appropriate rate of 
positives) and a ‘work on’ goal for the next session (e.g., Tomorrow, I’d like to work on 
purposefully reducing the frequency of negatives). A list of the reflective statements was provided 
within the email (see Figure B9) and included the option Adam to write his own statements (e.g., 
‘Other’). 
3.8 Procedures 
3.8.1 Pre-Study Observation 
One 30-minute pre-study observation within each classroom allowed the researcher to 
observe the participants’ teaching behaviors, collect in-person data on all teacher DVs, and identify 
the classroom disruptive behaviors (student behavior DV). To increase the social validity of the 
study, each teacher identified two behaviors they struggled with addressing in the targeted class 
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(e.g., calls outs, talking to peers, etc.). A list of behaviors was compiled across all teacher 
responses, with duplicates eliminated. After completing the pre-study observations within each 
classroom, the behavioral frequencies of each student behavior were summed, and the two most 
frequent behaviors (vocalizations without permission and out-of-seat without permission) served 
as the student dependent measures across all classrooms. 
3.8.2 Observational Data/Baseline 
After completing the pre-study observation, all participants entered baseline. Each 
participant was taught to turn on the video camera located in the corner of their classroom and a 
portable audio recorder before students arrived. The teacher recorded their entire lesson (teaching 
as they normally would) and turned off the equipment after dismissing the class. The teachers 
uploaded daily video and audio files to a shared Pitt Box account only accessible by the teacher 
and researcher. During baseline/observation, the participants received no training, performance 
feedback email, nor graphic data display. Participants remained in baseline until a teacher 
demonstrated stable, consistent responding for at least five data collection session.  Adam was the 
first teacher to meet entrance criteria after 13 days of baseline. 
3.8.3 Training 
The day following the last day of baseline, the researcher provided a training (described 
above) to Adam. 
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3.8.4 Performance Feedback Emails 
Once entering intervention, Adam received performance feedback emails every afternoon 
following data collection sessions. He reviewed the emails and data displays and responded with 
two self-reflection statements. Experiment 2 concluded after seven days due to COVID-19. 
3.9 Reliability, Believability, and Procedural Integrity 
Interobserver agreement (IOA) acted as a measure of believability. A secondary observer 
(a graduate student in special education) independently scored 20 randomly selected observations, 
or 28.57% of all classroom recordings. The independent observer received training on each DV 
definition and data collection procedure. Together, the researcher and secondary coder watched a 
sample video, discussed each instance of PVI and NVI, and practiced entering data into the coding 
documents. The researcher and secondary coded engaged in ongoing conversation around coding 
questions or concerns. The researcher also recoded 15 observations (21.43%) selected through a 
random integer generator for reliability.  
 Reliability and IOA were calculated through point-by-point agreement for total frequency 
of PVIs and NVIs across each minute of data collection. Point-by-point agreement is calculated as 
𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡+𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
 × 100 (Kazdin, 2012; Kennedy, 2005). The overall average agreement 
between observers was 74.33% for PVIs (range, 58.25 - 93.75%) and 46.31% for NVIs (range, 
22.57 - 71.42%). The overall average reliability was 85.21% for PVIs (range, 64.58 - 100%) and 
77.47% for NVIs (range, 40.74 - 100%). 
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The researcher completed a treatment integrity checklist following training (Figure B6) 
and each performance feedback email (Figure B7) to ensure procedural fidelity. Adam’s training 
included all necessary components (100%) and each of the performance feedback emails included 
all required elements (100%). 
3.10 Social Validity 
At the end of the study, the researcher provided Adam with a social validity measure 
containing both closed- and open-ended questions (Figure B10). Adam answered 20 questions 
about the acceptability and effectiveness of PVIs/NVIs and intervention components. The Likert-
style survey was adapted from the Behavior Intervention Rating Scale (BIRS; Von Brock & Elliott, 
1987) with a scale of 1 – strongly disagree to 6 – strongly agree. The BIRS is a well-used treatment 
acceptability measure, with higher scores indicating greater levels of acceptability (out of 120 
possible points). The open-ended questions invited Adam to share his opinion on the intervention 





The results are organized into five sections: (a) rates and characteristics teacher’s baseline 
use of positive and negative vocal interactions in response to student behavior; (b) rates of 
classroom disruptive behavior and the relationship between teacher behavior(s) and classroom 
disruptive behavior; (c) qualitative analysis of teachers’ vocal statements; (d) the effectiveness of 
a novel treatment package within a brief case-study; and (e) one teacher’s social validity survey 
results. Descriptive statistics (i.e., mean, standard deviation, etc.) describe teachers’ use of specific 
PVI and NVI behaviors, as well as classroom disruptive behavior during Experiment 1 
(observational data). Multiple linear regressions estimated the relationships between classroom 
disruptive behavior and specific correlated teacher behaviors. The researcher qualitatively 
analyzed teachers’ positive and negative statements through initial holistic coding, followed by 
secondary concept and thematic coding (Saldaña, 2016). Finally, SCCs, behavioral metrics, 
statistical tests, and a social validity survey evaluated the effectiveness of novel intervention 
package (Experiment 2). 
4.1 Rates and Characteristics of Teachers’ Positive and Negative Vocal Interactions 
The researcher used Stata/SE 16.1 to calculate the descriptive statistics (mean, range, etc.) 
for each teacher behavior (frequency and number of words) within the observational dataset. The 
researcher performed ANOVAs in Stata to assess for statistically significant differences in 
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teacher’s use of each DV. ANOVA results add context to the descriptive statistics by highlighting 
congruence and divergence across teachers. 
Tables 8-11 presents descriptive statistics for each teacher DV behavior across all 
participants’ observational data. On average, participating teachers engaged in substantially more 
negative interactions (M = 27.23 per observation) than positive (M = 5.81 per observation), 
representing a positive-negative ratio of 1:4.67. Individual teacher averages ranged from 2.40 
(Katie) to 8.14 (Chris) positives per observation and between 20.20 (Evelyn) and 34.08 (Adam) 
negatives per observation. On top of using negatives more frequently, the participating teachers 
also provided substantially longer negative statements (M = 7.47 WPI) than positive statements 
(M = 3.59 WPI). 
4.1.1 Positive Interactions  
Teachers engaged in low rates of positive interactions with their students (M = 5.81 PVIs 
per 16-minute observation). While teachers provided significantly different frequencies of positive 
statements [F(3, 66) = 4.36, p = 0.0073], teachers provided one positive nearly every three minutes 
on average. The positives statements averaged less than four words each (M = 3.59 WPI). Teachers 
provided general praise at higher rates than behavior specific praise with no significant difference 
across teachers. Individual BSP statements were nearly twice as long as general praise statements 
– this is not surprising given the extra criteria inherent for BSP. Other positives accounted for a 
majority (82.61%) of teacher’s positive interactions with students. These short statements (M = 
3.09 WPI) typically included acknowledging correct answers or responses and encouragement to 
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There were no statistically significant differences in teachers use GP and BSP statements. 
Adam and Katie provided equal, albeit low, levels of GP and BSP. Chris and Evelyn heavily 
favored GP to BSP. However, teachers demonstrated significant difference in their use of other 
positives [F(3, 66) = 4.16, p = 0.0092]. Adam, Chris, and Evelyn provided similar rates of other 
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frequently than Katie (M = 1.74, SD = 1.52). Taken together, these results highlight teachers’ 
overall low rate of positive vocal interactions with students. 
4.1.2 Negative Interactions 
Participating teachers engaged in a high level of negative interactions in response to student 
behavior (M = 27.23, SD = 12.98). Teachers in this study provided significantly different rates of  
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negative interactions with students [F(3, 66) = 4.73, p = 0.0048], averaging of one negative 
statement every 35 seconds. The average negative statement was 7.47 words, with teachers average 
WPI ranging from 6.50 (Chris) to 10.23 (Adam). Attention to junk behavior (or positive or negative 
attention directed at a disruptive behavior) accounted for a majority (51.89%) of teacher’s negative 
interactions (M = 14.13, SD = 9.01). Other common negative teacher interactions included other 
negatives (M = 4.94, SD = 5.22), criticisms (M = 4.14, SD = 4.17), and sarcasm statements (M = 
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1.26, SD = 1.77). Teacher’s negative statements contained an average of twice as many words (M 
= 7.47) than their positive statements (M = 3.59). Teachers demonstrated particularly verbose 
logic/lecture statements (M = 20.68 WPI) about once per observation. In contrast, teachers 
provided frequent (M = 14.13 per observation) but brief (M = 5.47 WPI) attention to junk behavior 
statements. 
ANOVA results show unequal means and standard deviations across teachers, indicating 
teachers use NVI behaviors idiosyncratically. Adam provided more criticisms (M = 7.85, SD = 
5.03) and logic/lecture statements (M = 1.69, SD = 1.60) than his colleagues. Additionally, Adam’s 
negative statements typically included more words (M = 10.23 WPI) than Chris (M = 6.05), Evelyn 
(M = 7.00), and Katie (M = 7.08). Although Chris provided the second lowest overall number of 
negative statements (M = 23.73, SD = 10.74), he engaged in the highest rate of attention to junk 
behavior (M = 16.77, SD = 9.73). Chris also had the shortest overall negative statements (M = 6.50 
WPI). Evelyn used sarcasm (M = 3.27, SD = 2.40) more often than Adam (M = 0.83, SD = 0.83), 
Chris (M = 0.50, SD = 0.89), and Katie (M = 0.74, SD = 1.15). She also provided the least attention 
to junk behavior (M = 6.73, SD = 5.56) compared to her colleagues. Katie provided comparatively 
high levels of criticism (M = 5.20, SD = 4.10) and questioning (M = 1.30, SD = 2.27) behaviors. 
4.2 Classroom Disruptive Behavior 
The researcher also calculated descriptive statistics for classroom disruptive behavior, a 
nominal variable combining the frequencies of vocalizations without permission and out-of-seat 
without permission. Students in the participating classrooms demonstrated high levels of 
disruptive behavior (see Table 12). On average, the students engaged in 213.28 disruptive  
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(n = 60) 
Teacher 
Adam 
(n = 12) 
Chris 
(n = 22) 
Evelyn 
(n = 10) 
Katie 



































Note. Cell entries represent mean and (standard deviation) per 16-min. observation.  
*p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 (resulting from ANOVAs of difference across teachers) 
 
behaviors per observation, or over 13 behaviors per minute. Students’ vocalizations without 
permission (M = 206.98, SD = 104.28) accounted for most (96.30%) classroom disruptive 
behaviors. ANOVA results show student disruptive behavior varied significantly across 
classrooms [F(3, 56) = 7.78, p = 0.0002]. Students in Evelyn’s classroom demonstrated the lowest 
average disruptive behaviors (M = 103.20, SD = 55.76) when compared to students in Adam’s, 
Chris’, and Katie’s classrooms (M = 298.64, SD = 104.14; M = 210.70, SD = 105.20; M = 232.00, 
SD = 87.07; respectively). 
4.2.1 Multiple Linear Regression 
Multiple linear regressions were then conducted to explore the influence of specific teacher 
behaviors (i.e., praise, criticism, attention to junk, etc.) on classroom disruptive behavior. The 
iterative steps which follow explain how the researcher ensured the data met the five assumptions 
of multiple linear regressions (normality, linearity, homoscedasticity, absence of significant 
outliers, and absence of multicollinearity). 
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Figure 1 presents a kernel density plot of the frequency of classroom disruptive behaviors 
in each classroom. Kernel density plots fit a smooth curve to the density distribution of continuous 
data. Across teachers, the distributions of disruptive behavior are roughly normally distributed, 
despite varying distribution peaks and spread. Visual analysis and nonsignificant skewness nor 
kurtosis results show the outcome values are normally distributed. Pairwise correlations identified 
the teacher behaviors significantly correlated with classroom disruptive behavior (see Table 13). 
Visual analysis of scatterplots (Figure 2) showed positive linear relationships between classroom 
disruptive behavior and most correlated teacher behaviors. The absence of linear relationships with 
classroom disruptive behavior led to the removal of pleading (frequency and words) and force  
 
 
Figure 1. Kernel Density Estimations of Classroom Disruptive Behaviors 
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General praise – freq. 0.0754 
General praise – words 0.0382 
Behavior specific praise – freq. 0.1635 
Behavior specific praise – words 0.0336 
Other positive – freq. 0.2423 
Other positive – words 0.2933 * 
Total positives – freq. 0.2595 * 
Total positives – words 0.2547 * 
Criticism – freq. 0.3840 ** 
Criticism – words 0.3556 ** 
Arguing – freq. 0.1796 
Arguing – words 0.2015 
Logic/lecture – freq. 0.0993 
Logic/lecture – words 0.0524 
Questioning – freq. 0.1637 
Questioning – words 0.1702 
Sarcasm – freq. -0.0169 
Sarcasm – words -0.0391 
Pleading – freq. 0.3650 ** 
Pleading – words 0.3113 * 
Threats – freq. 0.1103 
Threats – words 0.1052 
Force – freq. 0.3749 ** 
Force – words 0.3378 ** 
Attention to junk – freq. 0.5023 *** 
Attention to junk – words 0.5691 *** 
Other negative – freq. 0.3256 * 
Other negative – words 0.3088 * 
Total negatives – freq. 0.6460 *** 
Total negatives – words 0.5510 *** 
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Force – frequency 
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Other negative – frequency 
 
Other negative – words 
 
Total negatives – frequency 
 
Total negatives – words 
 




(frequency and words) from the working model. Strong correlations between paired frequency and 
word values (e.g., frequency of criticism and number of criticism words) led to the development 
of two working models. The working frequency model included nominal variables for frequency 
of all positive interactions, criticism, attention to junk, other negatives, and all negative 
interactions. The working word model included nominal variables for the total number of words 
associated with other positives, all positive interactions, criticism, attention to junk, other 
negatives, and all negative interactions. 
Assessing homoscedasticity involved estimating an outcome value (?̂?) for each observation 
based on the predictors included in the model. Residuals then quantify the distance between the 
estimated and observed outcome values. Histograms showed relatively normal distributions of 
residuals, confirming the assumption of homoscedasticity. Cook’s distance (Cook’s d) was then 
calculated for each observation in both models to identify observations which too strongly 
influence the regression model (values greater than 
4
𝑛




 =  
4
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 = 0.066̅̅̅̅ , and were removed from the dataset. Finally, a variance inflation 
factor (VIF) was computed for each model to assess the presence of multicollinearity (correlations 
between predictor variables). The absence of multicollinearity indicates each predictor variable 
accounts for a unique percentage of the model variance. Through iterative analyses, the two final 
models had mean VIF of 1.19 indicating no multicollinearity within the models. The final 
frequency model included nominal variables for frequency of all positive interactions, criticism, 
attention to junk, and other negatives. The final word model included nominal variables for the 




Tables 14 and 15 present the results of two regression models assessing the influence of 
specific frequency and word variables on classroom disruptive behaviors within the observational 
dataset. The average base prediction of classroom disruptive behaviors (e.g., rate when all 
predictors equal zero) ranged between 50.95 and 73.28 disruptive behaviors per observation. This 
translates to a rate of 3.18 to 4.58 disruptive behaviors per minute. 
 





Intercept 50.96 * 25.22 0.29 101.62 
  All positive interactions 2.21 2.03 -1.86 6.29 
  Criticisms 8.13 ** 2.87 2.36 13.89 
  Attention to junk 6.48 *** 1.30 3.87 9.09 
  Other negatives 5.38 3.54 -1.73 12.49 
n 55 
R2 0.4635 
Note. β cell entries are estimated unstandardized regression coefficients; 
SE: standard error; LL: lower limit, UL: upper limit.  
*p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
 





Intercept 73.28 ** 22.72 27.66 118.91 
  All positive interactions 0.77 0.54 -0.31 1.86 
  Criticisms 0.42 0.28 -0.13 0.98 
  Attention to junk 1.24 *** 0.23 0.78 1.69 
  Other negatives 0.45 0.41 -0.37 1.28 
n 55 
R2 0.5022 
Note. β cell entries are estimated unstandardized regression coefficients; 
SE: standard error; LL: lower limit, UL: upper limit. 
*p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
 
The set of frequency predictors significantly effect classroom disruptive behavior [F(4, 50) 
= 12.66, p < 0.001] and explain 46.35% of the variance in classroom disruptive behavior. Attention 
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to junk behavior statements (p < 0.001) and criticisms (p < 0.01) significantly predicted the number 
of classroom disruptive behaviors. For every additional attention to junk statement, the students 
demonstrated an average of six more disruptive behaviors. The students also demonstrated an 
average of eight more disruptive behaviors for every additional criticism.  
Within the second model, the set of word predictors also significantly effect classroom 
disruptive behavior [F(4, 50) = 12.61, p < 0.001] and explain 50.22% of the variance in classroom 
disruptive behavior. Only the number of words associated with attention to junk behaviors 
significantly affected the number of classroom disruptive behaviors (β = 1.24, p < 0.001) – for 
every additional word in response to junk behavior lead to an average of one additional disruptive 
behavior.  
4.3 Qualitative Analysis of Teachers’ Vocal Statements 
The researcher also analyzed the common features and themes of teachers’ vocal 
interactions following student behavior. Since substantive empirical work surrounds teacher 
positives including GP and BSP, the researcher focused analysis on the prevalent themes and 
characteristics of teacher’s NVI behaviors. Table 16 presents the resulting themes and supportive 
illustrative quotes.  
4.3.1 Criticisms 
Teachers provided criticisms to a single student, specific students, or the entire class. 
Criticisms typically included the student’s name, often in a raised tone with another indicator of 
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Table 16. Themes and Illustrative Quotes from Qualitative Analysis of Teacher Behaviors 
Teacher Behavior/Theme Illustrative Quotes 
Criticism 
 Included student name  NAME, don’t be rude. 
 Which means NAME please put the drawing aside. You should have- NAME, you should have 
these problems out in front of you. 
 Identify students not meeting 
expectations 
 I’ve said this multiple times, let’s get started please. NAME, please put the book away now. Put 
away the other distractions. NAME [different student], find this paper. NAME [different 
student], find this paper. NAME [different student] find this paper. 
 Broad or imprecise class-
wide statements 
 I will wait. 
 I’m moving on here. I need you to stick with me because we’re wasting too much time today. 
 Direct mention of undesired 
behavior 
 Look at the board instead of your hands. 
 You’re not listening to me. 
 You can’t run in here. 
 You’re taking the easy way out, you just copied it. 
 Direct mention of desired 
behavior 
 Get writing. 
 I’m noticing people are not writing the equation that they are using. 
 You need to be following along with every word. 
 Included personal emotion  I really don’t appreciate the attitude you’re showing me right now. 
 Attempts to soften 
statements 
 You’re a clever guy, this is not helping. 
 I know you’re kidding but, NAME and NAME please stop. 
Arguing 
 Convince students, get last 
word 
 This doesn’t require you to talk about anything, so stop touching- 
 Yes you did, “to be or not to be, that is the question.” That’s exactly what you wrote. 




Table 16. Themes and Illustrative Quotes from Qualitative Analysis of Teacher Behaviors (continued) 
 Additional words after 
stating expectation 
 No, separate. I’ve already told both of you to stop. 
 Well you were before I came over here. 
Logic/Lecture 
 Appeals to reason  Because it’s a skill that you need. The four main skills we learn here are reading, writing, 
listening, and speaking. And you have to be able to speak and use that as a skill. 
 We are working together. You are going to have to do this on your own in just a moment. And 
then your work is going to be graded. I'm trying to show you how to do this so you can do it on 
your own. 
 But what I'm actually telling you is this is very useful. Like, I would bet a good bit that you will 
use this again. Almost 100% in high school chemistry. Definitely this will be useful in 8th grade 
physics, and high school physics, in converting anything, for the rest of time. So, if you learn this 
method now, this will serve you well. 
 Because it’s a requirement 
 Make sure you have the right answers so this is something that's good quality and correct and 
something you could study from in the future, please. 
 I will say this. You are all going to be tasked with a very similar challenge, and it wouldn't be 
very kind if someone said these things about you. It takes a lot of courage to get up on stage and 
perform. And when it comes to scenes like that, which are very dramatic and take a lot of effort 
to go through. 
 Compassion statements 
followed by request 
 As beautiful as our star field was last time, I would really appreciate it if you would just do what 
I did. And, I'm serious about this. This is not the time to fill the board with your lovely creative 
artwork. I just want the answer under the problem so we can all see it clearly without all the 
visual clutter please. 
 Okay, I like that we're sharing ideas. I do want to take your interests into account so this is a 
project you will like. Please, let's stop talking over each other. 
 I said we would do nothing until I get out all of the instructions then I will say go. And I have not 
said that yet. So I will wait until we are all focused. I want to make sure you have all the 




Table 16. Themes and Illustrative Quotes from Qualitative Analysis of Teacher Behaviors (continued) 
Questioning 
 Rhetorical questions  Are you following along? 
 I’m talking, right? 
 Where’s your book? Where’s NAME’s book? 
 Why are you drawing NAME? Is that what you're supposed to be doing? Are you supposed to be 
drawing NAME? 
 Why do I have to keep asking you? 
 You just saw that I was yelling at them, so why are you talking? 
 Convey expectations  Can we get it together please? 
 Can we settle? 
 NAME, why is that in your folder and not out and not working on it? 
 You don't have a pencil? Do you know where the pencils are? Did you check all of them? Did 
you check by the door? Did you ask someone for a pencil? 
Sarcasm 
 Convey expectations  Third trimester, eighth grade. You need a pencil. 
 I could answer your question if I had a hand to know who was asking it. 
 So those of you who are choosing to take notes on this, I would write this down. 
 You need to look at the math problem I’m doing if this is going to make any sense. 
 Tease/mock students  That’s usually on the title page in the front. That’s like primary library class, just saying. Oh 
okay, that’s a good excuse, uh huh. 
 Judgey Judgerson. 
 You’re so high maintenance, jeez. 
 You’re the seat police today. 
Pleading/Despair 
 Explicit mention of teacher 
emotion 
 I’m feeling pretty disrespected today. 
 I’m tired of having to yell. I’m trying to give some blocking here! 
 Sixth grade, I’m having a hard time focusing. 
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Table 16. Themes and Illustrative Quotes from Qualitative Analysis of Teacher Behaviors (continued) 
 ‘If, Then’ statement  If we can get through these, I can start playing a little video at the end. 
Threats 
 Focused on terminating 
undesired behavior 
 I’m about to start switching seats. 
 NAME and NAME, this your last warning before you are all separated and you do not get to sit 
next to each other again. 
 So this table is the next place I’m going to move someone, if needed. 
 So you get one change to show me you can or I move you so you can work better. 
 Pressure students to initiate 
behavior 
 Everyone who is sitting in the perimeter, if you are not looking at your lines right now, that tells 
me that you have everything memorized, everything is perfect, we can open the show tomorrow. 
 I'm going around, I'm going around making sure people have their five sentences. 
 I'm going to cold-call people if you don't answer. 
 Sixth grade, no one is leaving until everything is cleaned up. 
Force 
 Demand immediate 
behavior change 
 NAME, stop talking! 
 Sixth grade, there will be no talking, because you are abusing this time. 
 Used to terminate series of 
negative interactions 
 Okay, get your paper, get your cards, you’re going out with Mr. X. 
 Write this, now. 
 When you come back in here for tomorrows class, do not sit beside each other. 
Attention to Junk Behavior 
 Class-wide  I’m waiting for everyone to be sitting in a seat. Waiting for you to be quiet. 
 Alright- Sixth grade. I need quiet so I can help NAME and NAME here. 
 I'm giving 30 seconds right now to get back to your seats so we can move on. 





Table 16. Themes and Illustrative Quotes from Qualitative Analysis of Teacher Behaviors (continued) 
 Calling out student(s) by 
name 
 NAME, please sit down. No one is leaving yet. 
 NAME. NAME, shh. Shh, yes. NAME, you're muted. 
 Shh, you are not talking when the quiz is out. NAME. NAME. NAME. 
Other Negatives 
 Convey expectations  NAME, NAME, NAME, NAME, put the desk down. 
 Please ask to use my materials. 
 So I’m going to give you a choice. If you actually do what I’m asking you to do and stop fighting 
with me about it, you might get to participate more. 
 Wait, you guys need to fix these desks. NAME, scrap paper needs cleaned up. 
 Influence student 
behavior(s) 
 NAME, I think you should go grab a drink and then come back. Go ahead. 




frustration or anger. Teachers also provided criticisms in which they called out each student not 
meeting their expectations. Criticisms directed at the entire class were typically broad or imprecise. 
Some criticisms included teacher’s direct mention of the undesired behavior. Such responses 
provide teacher (and likely peer) attention to a behavior they wish would terminate. Other 
criticisms included direct mention of a desired alternative behavior. These statements seem to 
serve as a reminder of behavior expectations or instructional in nature. Teachers occasionally 
include personal feelings or emotions into criticisms or attempted to soften their criticisms by 
complimenting the student or undermining their request. 
4.3.2 Arguing 
Statements coded as arguing prolonged negative teacher-student interactions to convince 
students or get the last word. Arguing statements also added more negative words into the 
environment after stating the expectation or request. 
4.3.3 Logic/Lecture 
Teachers used verbose logic/lecture statements as appeals to reason around skill 
development and utility, class requirement, or emotions. Logic/lecture statements occasionally 




Teachers using questioning statements typically asked questions they already knew the 
answer to and/or a rhetorical question in which an answer was not needed. Additionally, 
participating teachers conveyed expectations for behavior change phrased as questions.  
4.3.5 Sarcasm 
Teachers used sarcastic statements to convey teachers’ expectations. Teachers also teased 
or mocked students and behaviors.  
4.3.6 Pleading/Despair 
Most pleading/despair statements included explicit mention of teachers’ emotions to guilt 
or persuade student compliance. Anecdotally, teachers delivered pleading/despair statements in an 
emotional way (e.g., raised voice, etc.). The pleading statements also sometimes resembled ‘if, 
then’ statements. 
4.3.7 Threats 
Teachers seemed to use threat statements to compel change in student behavior. Threat 
statements commonly focused on terminating undesired behaviors. Teachers also used threats to 




Teachers used force statements to demand immediate behavior change. Sometimes force 
statements terminated a series of negative interactions. Verbal force statements were challenging 
to identify given the role of teacher’s intent in using the statement.  
4.3.9 Attention to Junk Behavior 
Any teacher comments in response to vocalizations without permission or out-of-seat 
without permission qualified as attention to junk behavior. Teachers directed responses to the class 
a whole. Teachers commonly named one or more students explicitly in their attention to junk 
statements. Teacher’s attention to junk statements also included acknowledging, responding to, or 
accepting called out responses from students. 
4.3.10 Other Negatives 
Teachers used other negative or corrective comments to convey classroom expectations or 
influence student(s) behavior.  
4.4 Effectiveness of Intervention Package via Brief Case-Study 
Figure 3 presents Adam’s use of positive and negative vocal interactions with his students 
during 13 days of baseline and seven days of intervention. In the graphs of teacher behavior (3a 








Table 17. Within-Condition and Between-Condition Measures of Adam’s Positive and Negative Vocal Interaction Frequencies 
 Baseline Intervention Baseline to Intervention 
 
Level* Celeration Bounce 
Improv. 











PVI 5.64 ×1.08 ×50.00 
÷1.05 
8.43 ×1.35 ×3.20 
×1.40 
×1.49 ×1.25 ÷15.63 
×1.47 
NVI 30.95 ×1.03 ×4.50 19.80 ÷1.04 ×2.20 ÷1.56 ÷1.07 ÷2.05 
Note. *: frequency per 16-minute observation (geometric mean); Improv. Index: Improvement Index; II Change: Improvement Index Change 
 
Table 18. Within-Condition and Between-Condition Measures of Words Associated with Adam’s Positive and Negative Vocal Interactions 
 Baseline Intervention Baseline to Intervention 
 
Level* Celeration Bounce 
Improv. 











PVI 19.16 ×1.19 ×65.00 
×1.31 
39.79 ×1.53 ×2.50 
×1.51 
×2.08 ×1.82 ÷26.00 
×1.15 
NVI 307.47 ÷1.10 ×5.00 162.80 ×1.01 ×2.50 ÷1.89 ÷1.09 ÷2.00 
Note. *: frequency per 16-minute observation (geometric mean); Improv. Index: Improvement Index; II Change: Improvement Index Change 
 
Table 19. Within-Condition and Between-Condition Measures of Classroom Disruptive Behavior 
Baseline Intervention Baseline to Intervention 







277.12 ×1.00 ×3.30 305.82 ×1.17 ×1.70 ×1.10 ×1.17 ÷1.94 




PVIs and dashed for NVIs) appear within each phase, and solid vertical lines signify transitions 
between phases. Tables 16 – 18 show the within-condition and between-condition measures of 
Adam’s PVIs, NVIs, and disruptive classroom behavior. The researcher analyzed the effectiveness 
of this intervention through visual analysis and within- and between-condition metrics afforded by 
the SCC as well as statistical tests (e.g., within-subject t-test). 
4.4.1 Baseline 
Adam used substantially fewer positive statements than negative (a positive-negative ratio 
of 1:5.49) in baseline, consistent with the sample as a whole. Considerable baseline bounce 
envelopes highlight large variability in Adam’s use of positives and words associated with said 
positive interactions. A baseline improvement index of ÷1.05 indicates a slight worsening of 
behavior over time (using less positives and more negatives). 
4.4.2 Intervention 
Adam demonstrated meaningful improvements in his interactions with students during a 
short intervention. Accelerating positives, decelerating negatives, and smaller intervention bounce 
envelopes show Adam improved his use of PVIs. Adam provided significantly more general praise 
statements following the addition of training, performance feedback emails, and reflective goal-
setting [t(18) = -6.02, p < .001]. Adam significantly reduced his overall use of NVIs from baseline 
to intervention [t(18) = 2.34, p < .05] and total negative words [t(18) = 3.22, p < .01]. While Adam 
demonstrated less of each NVI behavior during intervention, only his use of logic/lecture 
statements reduced significantly (t(18) = 2.49, p < .05). Bounce envelopes shrank considerably 
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during intervention, reaching levels demonstrating strong stimulus control and preliminary 
experimental effect. An improvement index change of ×1.47 indicates Adam improved his 
performance by 47% from baseline to intervention. Interestingly, Adam demonstrated a slower 
deceleration of negatives (÷1.07), indicating it may be harder for teachers to reduce NVIs than 
increase PVIs. A slight increase in classroom disruptive behavior occurred from baseline to 
intervention. However, this increase was non-significant. 
4.4.3 Social Validity 
Adam completed a Likert-style survey and responded in writing to several open-ended 
questions following the termination of the study to describe his perceptions of intervention 
acceptability and effectiveness (Figure 4). Adam’s total social validity score was 113 out of a 
possible 120 points (94.17%). Adam found the procedures (training, performance feedback emails, 
and reflective goal-setting) enjoyable, easy, and a fair way to address classroom disruptive 
behaviors. He expanded: 
The training was brief and direct enough to not be an overload of information, and the 
process of reflecting and getting consistent feedback kept the strategies fresh and helped 
me notice opportunities to use more of them or helped to remind me of strategies that would 
be appropriate for different situations that arose or remind me of strategies I was using 
less than others. 
Despite only receiving seven days of intervention, Adam felt he “was making small but 














Teachers’ interactions with students contribute considerably to an ever-evolving classroom 
environment (e.g., Hughes, 2011; McCormic et al., 2013). Historically, researchers largely focused 
on improving teacher positives as a method for altering classroom environments (Jenkins et al., 
2015). Other descriptive and experimental work grouped the majority of teachers’ interaction 
behavior with students into two overarching categories: positives and negatives (e.g., Caldarella 
et al., 2020; Sarno Owens et al., 2018). Consolidating topographically independent behaviors into 
categories makes fine-grained analyses of teachers’ specific behaviors difficult. The ability to 
understand the frequency, role, and effect of specific teacher interactions also suffers. A greater 
empirical understanding of the nature, qualities, and types of teachers positive and negative vocal 
interactions with students appears critical. The present study sought to: (a) describe the natural 
rates and characteristics associated with teachers’ positive and negative vocal interactions towards 
student behavior (Experiment 1), and (b) examine the preliminary effectiveness of a low-effort 
intervention package to alter teachers’ interactions with students (Experiment 2). 
Participating teachers delivered low rates of positive statements along with frequent and 
verbose negative statements regarding student behavior. Higher rates of teacher negatives support 
previous research (e.g., Apter et al., 2010; Sarno Owens et al., 2018). However, teachers in other 
descriptive studies provided more positives and less negatives than most of the participating 
teachers (e.g., Caldarella et al., 2020; Floress et al., 2018; Reddy et al., 2013). Divergent results in 
comparison to previous studies suggests teachers vary considerably in their use of positive vocal 
interaction (PVI) and negative vocal interaction (NVI) behaviors. Teachers’ variability likely 
stems from multiple places, including pre-service training, school environment/ethos, and teaching 
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history. However, preservice teachers are less likely to use force or controlling statements when 
addressing off-task behavior or peer interactions (Black et al., 2016). Teachers apparently learn 
that NVIs effectively stop behavior throughout their time in the classroom. As a result, teachers 
continue to use these statements without training in the predictable side-effects (e.g., escape, 
avoidance, learned helplessness; Sutherland & Singh, 2004; Sutherland & Wehby, 2001).  
Descriptive and inferential statistics show teachers used distinct collections of statements 
towards student behavior. Participating teachers provided a collection of positive statements, 
including general praise (GP) and behavior-specific praise (BSP). However, correlation and 
regression results found no significant connections between the individual PVI behaviors and 
classroom disruptive behavior. This may be due to the relative scarcity of ‘positive’ datapoints 
across teachers. Similar to Sarno Owens et al. (2018), the relationships diverge from previous 
research that suggests teacher ‘positive’ behavior and student outcomes are positively related (e.g., 
Apter et al., 2010; Caldarella et al., 2020; Floress et al., 2018). Differing empirical results suggests 
the distinction between GP and BSP may be less important for teachers providing low rates of 
PVIs. In classrooms with lower rates of positive reinforcement it may be more powerful to increase 
the rate in totality, rather than specific PVI topographies. Whereas teachers using praise at higher 
rates may benefit from increasing BSP to foster the development of specific desired behaviors 
through positive reinforcement (as in Floress et al., 2018). 
Participating teachers used multiple types of negative statements. Contrary to PVIs, 
multiple NVI behaviors significantly correlated with classroom disruptive behavior. Regression 
results (Experiment 1) indicate criticisms (frequency) and attention to junk (frequency and number 
of words) statements significantly influence the frequency of classroom disruptive behaviors, 
mirroring previous work (e.g., Caldarella et al., 2020). Teachers NVIs appear more influential on 
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student behavior. Exploring the impact of teachers’ negative interactions across 10 behavioral 
topographies provides a fine-tuned analysis contributing to the research base on teacher behavior. 
NVI use appears ubiquitous – teachers failed to assess the function of student behavior. Many 
vocalizations without permission, a challenging student behavior identified by all participating 
teachers, may function as attention-seeking behavior. By responding to such call outs, teachers 
match the function of the undesired behavior and thus increase the future probability of that 
behavior. 
The presence of variably-influential teacher negatives highlights the complicated impact 
of NVIs, and calls into question the utility and feasibility of proposed one-size-fits-all positive-to-
negative ratios (PNRs). Participating teachers’ ratios fall well below PNR recommendations of 
four positives for every negative or five positives to one negative (Cook et al., 2017; Sabey et al., 
2019), consistent with previous research (Cook et al., 2017). Collapsing teacher behavior into 
PNRs presents multiple methodological and conceptual concerns.  
First, such reductions to dimensionless behavior (e.g., four-to-one) fails to account for 
important contextual attributes of time and function. Research has yet to what effect a 4:1 ratio has 
at different time periods (across 10 minutes, 20, 30, etc.) or at different magnitudes (4:1, 40:10, 
400:100, etc.). Second, given students spend a considerable amount of time in classrooms, PNRs 
likely have cumulative effects on the classroom environment. For example, a short albeit forceful 
negative statement likely carries longer-term implications than four inauthentic positives. 
Alternatively, one high quality BSP statement may carry more weight than four minor negative 
interactions. Third, PNRs fail to account for the wide-ranging topographies and characteristics of 
teacher negatives. Between-teacher differences in NVI behaviors highlights the necessity for a 
finer-grained classification of teachers’ negative behaviors. Differences in teachers’ body 
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language, delivery style, and other characteristics may also influence the impact of their vocal 
statements. Exploring NVIs as independent behavioral topographies, rather than condensable 
equivalent behaviors, could help educational researchers develop a deeper understanding of 
teachers’ minute-by-interactions within their classrooms. 
5.1 Coercion in the Classroom 
A vast majority of the empirical record surrounding teacher’s instructional behavior 
focuses on understanding and altering the way teachers respond to student behavior. Most research, 
however, focuses on praise or other ‘positives’ in isolation of negative behaviors. Previous studies 
summed teacher negative vocal behavior into larger categories, such as “corrective feedback” 
(Reddy et al., 2013), “reprimands” (Caldarella et al., 2020), or “social or behavioral negative” 
(Apter et al., 2010). Exploring teachers’ negatives in terms of coercives (e.g., Latham, 1997; 
Sidman, 1989) provides a more nuanced understanding of the specific behavioral topographies 
teachers use in relation to student behavior. Classifying negatives across 10 categories shows 
teachers rely on individual coercive/negative ‘crutches’ while teaching. For example, while all 
participating teachers provided a high level of attention to junk statements and criticisms, Evelyn 
provided significantly more sarcastic statements than her teammates. Given regression results 
show all coercives are not equal (e.g., only attention to junk statements and criticisms influenced 
classroom disruptive behavior), this classification also allows researchers to target specific 
negative DVs and provides teachers with more concrete direction for behavior change. 
Collaborating with teachers to reduce specific NVI crutches would likely contribute to more 
positive classrooms.  
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Coercion plays a critical lasting role in students’ educational experience (Mainhard et al., 
2011). Exploring the qualitative aspects of teachers’ coercives in their classrooms provides an 
important starting point to understand their complex verbal repertoire of NVIs. First, teachers used 
various coercives (including criticism, questioning, logic, and sarcasm) in an apparent attempt to 
convey classroom or behavioral expectations. Teachers conveyed expectations either by explicitly 
requesting desired alternative behavior or by calling attention to undesired behavior. Additionally, 
teachers’ coercives also sought to terminate or otherwise influence undesired student behaviors. 
Subjectively “harsher” NVIs (such as criticism, threats, force, etc.) typically terminates the 
undesired behavior quickly through positive punishment – adding an aversive stimulus into the 
environment to reduce/stop the behaviors (Cooper et al., 2020). As a result, teachers likely value 
this momentary relief and continue using the coercive crutches because they work (e.g., the 
statements elicit immediate, or near immediate, cessation of the targeted behavior). However, since 
punishment ultimately reinforces the punisher, it is likely teachers continue to use their coercive 
crutches because they work (e.g., the statements elicit immediate, or near immediate, cessation of 
the targeted behavior). Finally, teachers often called students out by name when responding to 
student behavior. While this likely served to get the student’s attention, educators should be 
mindful of the compounding effects of a student consistently called out or only hearing their name 
within NVIs. Taken alongside descriptive and inferential results, reducing more frequent, 
corrective coercives may have greater payoff for teachers and researchers. Shifting focus in the 
face of disruptive behaviors (e.g., pivoting) would allow teachers to convey expectations through 
positive interactions with students. 
The inclusion of coercives as teacher dependent variables allows for an empirical 
reexamination of coercives in the classroom. Coercives as theoretical constructs resulted from 
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studies of relational power dynamics, such as marriages or families. Researchers saw the obvious 
connections to the power relationships inherent within classrooms and offered educational 
coercives (Latham, 1997, 1998; Sidman, 1989). Coercives are presented as a collection of 
topographically independent behaviors which teachers should avoid. However, a dearth of 
empirical data on teachers’ coercives tendencies exists. Results from the current experiments 
shows coercives may be a more staple component of instruction than previously believed. Rather 
than present a collective “don’t do these” mentality based on theoretical definitions and training, 
researchers could be better served by relying on data to identify teachers’ coercives behaviors of 
concern. Descriptive and inferential results also challenge the flat-organized aggregate of equally 
influential coercives presented in foundation work. Instead, a hierarchy may exist in which certain 
coercive behaviors are empirically more impactful on student behaviors. These hierarchies may 
also vary across individuals, adding additional support for the need for teacher-level assessments 
regarding their own NVI behaviors. Coercives also fails to include attention to junk statements, 
which are often dismissed in empirical work. Results show teachers routinely use attention to junk 
statements during instruction and have significant impact on classroom behavior. Therefore, 
attention to junk appears to be a staple, conditioned aspect of classroom instruction warranting 
significant empirical investigation. 
5.2 Intervention Effectiveness 
Training, performance feedback (PF) emails, and reflective goal-setting helped Adam 
adjust his instructional behavior in just seven days of intervention. Results support findings across 
the substantial PF literature base (e.g., Cavanaugh, 2013; Cornelius & Nagro, 2014; Fallon et al., 
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2015). Reflective goal-setting, however, represents a novel intervention approach. Taking time to 
reflect critically on his instructional strengths and opportunities for improvement promoted 
changes to Adam’s vocal interactions in response to student behavior. It is possible, however, that 
teachers may need training or coaching on how to reflect on their own instruction (Gün, 2011) or 
require support through the reflection process (Barton et al., 2011). Reflective journaling (see 
Rathel et al., 2014) provides participants the opportunity to consider their reactions to, and 
incorporation of, researcher-provided feedback. The production of a permanent product (e.g., 
reflective journal) allows researchers to shape future interventions components in a way that better 
supports the participants’ professional development. 
5.3 Limitations 
Some limitations of the present study exist. First, coding teacher’s negative statements into 
ten categories exposed some challenges for future research to negotiate. Negative behaviors are 
not mutually exclusive, meaning a teachers’ statement could be a question and attention to junk 
behavior statement or sarcastic criticism. Additionally, teachers ‘tempered’ their negatives 
statements with embedded positives. For example, “I appreciate your enthusiasm, but let's hold 
that until it can be a whole group discussion.” Researchers should consider how to best account 
for these complex negatives through improved definitions and future empirical investigation. 
Second, these data collection challenges likely influenced the lower-than-expected reliability and 
IOA results. Third, the effectiveness of the intervention package (Experiment 2) was explored via 
a brief case-study design. Results demonstrated an initial experimental effect – the implementation 
of a one-time training, daily performance feedback emails, and teachers’ reflective goal-setting 
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helped Adam improve his interactions with students. The inclusion of additional teachers in a 
multiple baseline across participants design might have allowed for the identification of a broader 
experiment effect. 
5.4 Directions for Future Research 
Considering the aforementioned limitations, multiple directions for future research exist. 
A lack of observational modeling studies on PVI and NVI behaviors limits our current empirical 
understanding of how teachers use these behaviors within their classrooms. Replications of the 
observational study (Experiment 1) would provide important and timely data regarding teachers’ 
instructional behavior. Given the large variability in teacher behaviors within this study and 
compared to existing literature, researchers should observe teachers of varying education levels 
and years of experience from diverse schools and student populations. This data could drive further 
understanding of teacher coercives and aide in the development of tiered models for their impact 
on student behavior. Larger-scale observational studies would also allow for the use of higher-
level statistical models (e.g., hierarchical linear modeling) to account for the role of 
classroom/school in understanding teacher and student behaviors. Individual teachers have unique 
and divergent learning histories, affecting their use of coercives and other NVIs. Future studies 




5.5 Implications for Practice 
A review of available literature and results from Experiments 1 and 2 also have 
implications for practice. Teachers and other education professionals should critically self-assess 
their own use of PVIs and NVIs with students. Considering the results from Experiment 1, teachers 
should consider their overall PNR, frequencies of individual behaviors, and statement 
characteristics (e.g., WPI). In light of the considerable time required for this detailed introspection, 
teachers could rely on other classroom staff or team members to collaboratively collect data and 
determine their own coercive crutches. On-going PF or other reflective processes would likely 
help teachers achieve and maintain resulting behavior change. Educators should also consider 
adopting a collection of vocal (i.e., reminders, redirections, etc.) and non-vocal (i.e., body position, 
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